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II. Executive Summary
The Metropolitan Redevelopment Area Plan (MRA Plan) for
Farmington’s downtown neighborhoods is one of many steps that the
City of Farmington has taken to create “a safe, vibrant activity center
for the Four Corners region where people can live, work and play as a
community.”
Planning for downtown redevelopment began with the Farmington
Comprehensive Plan, which was adopted in 2002. The MRA Plan
furthers the ideas contained in the Comprehensive Plan by identifying
and further detailing “catalyst” projects – both private investment and
public infrastructure improvements – that can further stimulate
revitalization of the downtown neighborhoods.
Under state statutes, municipalities in New Mexico have the authority
to plan for and redevelop areas that have become deteriorated. It is
common for older downtown areas to be somewhat run down, as the
buildings in these historic centers of their communities are older and
public infrastructure, such as roads and sidewalks, may also be
outdated. The New Mexico Municipal Redevelopment Code gives
cities the authority to invest in these areas, including projects that will
stimulate private investment.
The City designated the downtown neighborhoods, including
Downtown, the Civic Center neighborhood and the Animas District,
as a Metropolitan Redevelopment Area (MRA). The City followed the
designation with creation of a “Metropolitan Redevelopment Agency”
to assist in the development of planning for the MRA and to oversee
projects.

A.

Public Involvement Process

The Vision
Vision Statement
The [Downtown] Metropolitan Redevelopment Area is a
safe, vibrant activity center for the Four Corners region
where people can live, work and play as a community
Mission Statement
The Metropolitan Redevelopment Agency is the catalyst
for creating renewed energy and vitality in the area it
serves through plan development and implementation.
Downtown Goal:



Revitalize Downtown Farmington by creating a
visual and functional identity as the heart of the
Four Corners area, with streetscape improvements,
adaptive reuse of older buildings in a shopping
park environment, with residential uses,
encouraged by incentives for redevelopment.

Civic Center Neighborhood Goal:
 Preserve the neighborhood character by protecting
existing structures, improving infrastructure and
minimizing the impact of the Civic Center expansion.
Animas District Goal:
 Redevelop the Animas Neighborhood as a mixed-use
development with new types of affordable housing,
expanded medical and cultural facilities linking
Downtown to the Riverwalk.

The public involvement process for the MRA Plan included interviews
and focus groups with key stakeholders, ongoing involvement of a
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Planning Committee representing stakeholder groups, and general
public meetings as well as public hearings of the MRA Board.
The public involvement activities occurred at the project kickoff to
gather background information, during the process to select projects
and determine the steps to accomplish them, and after the initial draft
plan were completed to refine the ideas in the plan.

B.

MRA Assets

The downtown neighborhoods have a set of assets that provide
the basis for redevelopment. The assets identified during the
planning process are:


C.

Catalyst Projects

The areas that provide immediate opportunities for
redevelopment and new development were identified, along with
potential development projects. The projects are classified as
potential for private development and public infrastructure
projects that will improve downtown neighborhoods. Through
the MRA designation, the City has the authority to assist private
development through public/private partnerships. The
opportunity areas for private investment, specific development
projects, and public capital investment are described in the plan.
Briefly, these projects include the following:
1.

Public Private Redevelopment Projects

Publicly owned land that can help catalyze private
investment

Opportunity Area 1. Animas Riverfront



Historic character, including historic structures, that
make the MRA a location unlike anything else available in
Farmington.

The Animas area represents the largest geographic opportunity
for redevelopment. It leverages the advantage of the river, with
its parks, trails and natural environment.



Accessibility to all parts of the region.

Project types include:



Existing parks and open space that serve as a network of
amenities for the area.



Established businesses.



An existing Civic Center that draws visitors through the
events scheduled there.



Institutions, particularly the San Juan Regional Medical
Center, that provide significant employment and draw
people to the area.
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Mixed-use retail and office



Residential – market rate single family detached homes,
condominiums, townhouses, and apartments



Class “A” office space for local corporate offices



Lodging/Hospitality, including hotel and meeting space



Restaurants and entertainment venues to support office
and residential development



Waterfront development, completing improvements
identified in the Riverine Corridor Plan as a joint project
of the City, the River Reach foundation and local rafter
and kayaking groups
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Opportunity Area 2. Civic Center

Opportunity Area 4. Historic Downtown Gateway

The Civic Center is strategically important, both as a development
site and as a linkage to both the Civic Center neighborhood and
the historic downtown. Projects in this area are intended to
support the long-term operational viability of the Farmington
Civic Center as a facility that attracts out of town visitors and is a
key community amenity.

This area, located at the east end of Main Street within
downtown, offers infill development sites that, when taken as a
whole, could represent an iconic cluster of new buildings that
exemplify the new vibrancy of downtown. The proximity of the
gateway area to other Main Street businesses is an advantage.
Specific development projects include:

Specific development projects in this area include:


A hotel



Supporting restaurant and retail development

Because of the Civic Center’s location within a block of Main
Street, the supporting retail and services could be located within
the downtown. Over time, the Civic Center will need structured
parking so that existing surface lots can be developed and to
prevent impacts on the Civic Center neighborhood.
Opportunity Area 3. San Juan Regional Medical Center
The most immediate opportunities for redevelopment are for
projects that can meet the needs of the San Juan Medical Center
for medical office space, a retail pharmacy, and employee
housing. These projects would be private initiatives, with some
assistance through City incentives.



Retail/office mixed use with first floor retail or restaurant
space and office above



Pure office space, either as a multi-tenant building or a single
tenant corporate office

Development Opportunity Area 5 – West of the Medical Center
The vacant land west of the Medical Center is a large contiguous
area that is suitable for a master planned “urban village” that
incorporated a mix of housing, commercial uses and open space.
As with the Animas District, development in this area would be
private initiatives eligible for public incentives through the MRA.
Potential project types include:

Specific development projects include:



Housing, including a mix of affordable, workforce, ,
market rate apartments and condos, and adult or senior
living opportunities



Consumer and service retail near Broadway



A pharmacy within walking distance of the Medical
Center



Medical offices

Public improvements and capital projects cross opportunity areas
and so are described as a separate set of projects.



Support restaurants and retail

Roadway Improvements



Housing, to include workforce housing, market rate
apartments, market rate condos and live/work space.

Transportation infrastructure improvements include roadway
changes, pedestrian routes and bikeway improvements, and

2.

Public Improvements/Capital Projects
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better delineated connections between downtown and the
adjacent neighborhoods. Specific projects include:




Main Street Improvements to reduce travel lanes,
increase on-street parking and enhance streetscape and
pedestrian amenities. Two options are shown. The first
focuses on Main Street, and the second provides similar
improvements on both Main Street and Broadway.
Dustin to Wall Connection

be reviewed. The plan also recommends broadening the
allowable residential uses in downtown beyond second
story residential over a non-residential use.
Green Infrastructure
The existing system of parks, the Riverwalk and the Civic Center
are the foundation for a connected system of pedestrian ways and
open spaces within the downtown neighborhoods. The plan
recommends several specific projects:

Regulatory Changes



Recommended regulatory changes focus on the zoning for the
Animas District, downtown and the Civic Center neighborhood.
The City’s Unified Development Code is designed to accomplish
the ideas that are in the Comprehensive Plan and the MRA Plan.
However, the team identified a few small changes that can remove
barriers identified during the planning process. Suggested
changes are:





MU-CPO – The recommendation is to allow commercial
use as a part of a residential building but to maintain a
residence in these live-work or mixed-use buildings. The
intent is to retain the residential population in the Civic
Center neighborhood and protect existing residents from
conversion of homes to 100% office and commercial use.



IND – The recommendation is to revise zoning for the
Animas District to allow a mix of uses that include retail
and residential uses that are not currently allowed in the
district. Rather than a revision to the IND zone, the
recommendation is to rezone the Animas District either
on a case by case basis or as a blanket rezoning that
allows existing residential uses to remain.



Downtown and Civic Center. Existing height restrictions
will likely make a hotel development difficult and should
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Expansion of public open space at the Riverwalk area west of
Miller.
Complete the connection of the Animas area Riverwalk to the
east.
Development of a high quality whitewater park at Boyd Park.
Streetscape and sidewalk improvements to provide better
north/south links between the Animas, Downtown and Civic
Center areas.

Signage/Wayfinding/Branding
Graphic identity and signs were recommended in the Comprehensive
Plan, and mentioned again as appropriate project for the MRA. As
part of the roadway improvements, signage would help create a sense
of place, while directing visitors and residents to locations within the
MRA.


Graphic Identity/Branding.



Gateway signage strategically placed at east and west
Main Street and Broadway entrances into the downtown.



Wayfinding, a system of visual cues that helps people orient
to and navigate through a place. Wayfinding elements in the
MRA might include the gateways, directional signage,
informational signs, maps, landmarks and other
environmental cues to complement existing signage.
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The plan does not identify specific properties for any of the private
sector catalyst projects, however it does suggest general areas that are
suitable for new infill projects and redevelopment.

D.

Funding & Finance Strategy

The projects included in the MRA Plan will be implemented through a
combination of public and private projects. The plan lists types of
private funding and public funding, public assistance to private
development through local, state and Federal programs and potential
funding through tax increment development districts or business
improvement districts.

E.

Implementation Summary



Other implementation activities include:





Reconstruction of old water lines, incorporating streetscape
improvements in areas where street construction is planned.
A package of incentives that can support private investment,
including projects adjacent to the San Juan Medical Center.
Completion of Riverwalk projects near Boyd Park.
Ongoing activities to prepare the Animas District for
redevelopment
o Ongoing relocation of industrial land uses.
o Completion of environmental assessments to clear up
questions about environmental contamination on old
industrial sites.
o Annexation of land immediately south of the MRA.

The Plan lists specific implementation steps by the City and the MRA
Board, including actions, responsibilities and potential funding
sources. These activities are not necessarily projects, but are the
background work needed to make projects possible. Organizational
and ongoing actions include designating a point person for MRA
projects, establishing a revenue stream of public funding for MRA
projects, and ongoing promotion of MRA projects.
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III. Introduction & Background
A.

Introduction

“A safe, vibrant activity center for the Four Corners region where
people can live, work and play as a community.” That is the vision of
the Farmington Metropolitan Redevelopment Agency as it begins the
work of planning for projects that will improve economic conditions
in downtown. As the catalyst for creating renewed energy and vitality
in the area it serves, the redevelopment agency is working towards a
detailed plan for redevelopment of the downtown area, with a focus
on implementation of the projects identified in the plan.
Downtowns in cities throughout the United States represent the
historical center of commercial, social and governmental activities.
With its historic buildings and neighborhoods, downtown Farmington
is no exception.
Like downtowns in many cities, Farmington’s downtown has
experienced a change in these roles as the city has grown to the north
and east and businesses and services followed this population shift.
For many years, the City and downtown neighborhoods and business
organizations have planned for downtown revitalization. Public
improvements in streetscapes and public facilities, private
investments in building renovations, ongoing and new businesses,
and a host of downtown social events have stemmed the decline of
downtown and its adjacent neighborhoods and made significant
progress towards its revitalization.
The 2002 Farmington Comprehensive Plan recommended that the
community “find ways to restore downtown as a cultural and
commercial center of the City and the Four Corners region.” The plan
contains a chapter devoted to Downtown Neighborhoods which
identifies key issues, roles of the City government and the Downtown

Association, and potential projects in the Downtown, Civic Center
Neighborhood and Animas District. The MRA plan builds on these
recommendations, serving as a “next step” following actions that the
City has already taken to revitalize, redevelop and preserve these
neighborhoods.
Recognizing that local government plays a major role in support of
downtown, the City in 2006 designated Downtown, the Civic Center
neighborhood and Animas District a Metropolitan Redevelopment
Area (MRA) based on a combination of conditions that keep the area
from achieving this goal. This began the process of redevelopment in
downtown Farmington using resources available to the City through
the New Mexico Metropolitan Redevelopment Code.
This document is the Metropolitan Redevelopment Plan (MRA Plan)
for the downtown. This process involved a wide range of stakeholders
in the area, including property owners, businesses, residents, and
public agencies. The purpose of the plan is to identify specific
projects that the City can help accomplish and that will serve as
catalysts for continued downtown development and revitalization. A
team of planners, designers and economic development specialists
worked with the community to complete the plan.
The MRA Plan includes:





A vision statement describing Farmington’s future downtown
Goals and objectives for downtown
A strategic action plan for downtown redevelopment
Catalytic projects







Project descriptions and design concepts
Project specific financial feasibility assessments
Prioritized projects and an implementation schedule

A funding plan
Inventory of resources and incentives available through private
and public entities
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B.
1.

Background
Metropolitan Redevelopment Process, Code and Plan
Existing Document

charged with assisting the City in development and
implementation of redevelopment plans for designated areas.
The ordinance creating the Farmington Metropolitan
Redevelopment Agency was adopted in January 2007.

The State of New Mexico enacted the New Mexico Metropolitan
Redevelopment Code ((3-60A-1 to 3-60A-48 NMSA 1978).

3. Completion of approved metropolitan redevelopment plans
relating to designated areas.

The MRA plan is the second step in the process of revitalizing
underutilized areas under the provisions of the New Mexico
Municipal Redevelopment Code [3-60A-1 to 3-60A-48, NMSA 1978].
The first step was the MRA designation by the City. The MRA
designation provides municipal governments with several legal tools
for implementing projects that contribute to area redevelopment.

4. Carry out specific redevelopment projects that are identified in
approved metropolitan redevelopment plans.

The MRA designation gives the local government the authority to
carry out a variety of projects designed to eliminate the conditions
identified in the designation report. Examples of such activities
include land acquisition, redevelopment of underutilized properties,
zoning changes, and enhanced public services. In addition, certain
financial incentives, such as tax increment financing, bond financing
and tax exemptions are possible within the designated MRA. The
intent is to provide maximum opportunity for redevelopment by
private businesses with public support of redevelopment objectives.
The metropolitan redevelopment plan, developed through an open
public process, describes the activities to be carried out in the MRA
and the recommended implementation tools.
The steps are:
1.

A finding of necessity by the local government and designation of
a metropolitan redevelopment area by City resolution. The City
completed this step for the Downtown Metropolitan
Redevelopment Area in 2006.

2. Creation of a “metropolitan redevelopment agency” by ordinance.
The Metropolitan Redevelopment Agency is an appointed board
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The goal of the New Mexico Metropolitan Redevelopment Code is to
enable municipalities to promote economic development in an MRA
through strategic public investments. One of the attractive features of
the MRA designation is the ability of the local government to engage
in projects that correct the problems identified in the designation
report. The Metropolitan Redevelopment Code sets out specific
requirements that a Metropolitan Redevelopment Agency must meet
to make sure that the planning process for these projects offers
opportunities for the community to participate and be fully informed
about these projects.
In the summer of 2008, the City contracted with the team of Sites
Southwest and Strategy 5 to develop a Metropolitan Redevelopment
Area Plan for the three downtown neighborhoods as required by the
Metropolitan Redevelopment Act. The plan must be consistent with
the City’s Comprehensive Plan, must be consistent with the needs of
the community, and must provide maximum opportunity for private
enterprise to redevelop the area. The plan will identify projects that
the redevelopment agency may carry out in the area and describe the
most promising projects in enough detail that the City and the
redevelopment agency can follow up with implementation, including
design concepts and financing strategies. A local MRA Planning
Committee representing area property owners, businesses, financial
institutions, developers and residents has been appointed by the City
to assist the team in developing the plan.
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C.

Location of the MRA

The MRA boundaries are shown in Figure 1. The area includes three
districts: the Civic Center Neighborhood, the Downtown Core and the
Animas District. The Civic Center neighborhood includes historical
homes and mixed uses and the downtown core features a mix of shops
and entertainment venues. The largest of the three districts, the
Animas, named for the river along the southern edge, is also the most
diverse in character; it contains the San Juan County Regional
Medical Center, housing, State of New Mexico offices, industrial
storage sites and vacant lots.
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Figure 1. Location Map
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IV. Vision
A.

Vision Statement

The [Downtown] Metropolitan Redevelopment Area is a safe, vibrant
activity center for the Four Corners region where people can live,
work and play as a community.

B.

Mission Statement

The Metropolitan Redevelopment Agency is the catalyst for creating
renewed energy and vitality in the area it serves through plan
development and implementation.

Figure 2. MRA
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Animas District Goal:

C.

MRA Goals



Goals for the MRA were extablished by the Comprehensive Plan, with
distinct goals for the three distinct neighborhoods that make up the
MRA.

Redevelop the Animas Neighborhood as a mixed-use
development with new types of affordable housing, expanded
medical and cultural facilities linking Downtown to the Riverwalk.

Downtown Goal:


Revitalize Downtown Farmington by creating a visual and
functional identity as the heart of the Four Corners area, with
streetscape improvements, adaptive reuse of older buildings in a
shopping park environment, with residential uses, encouraged by
incentives for redevelopment.

Civic Center Neighborhood Goal:


D.

Preserve the neighborhood character by protecting existing
structures, improving infrastructure and minimizing the impact
of the Civic Center expansion.

MRA Plan

Plan for redevelopment, required by state law, to identify the
catalytic projects and specific actions to realize the MRA goals.


Catalytic Projects
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The plan identifies five key areas for public/private
redevelopment projects that are intended to leverage private
investment through public participation in these projects.
The five key areas for these partnerships are:

The southeast part of the Animas District near the river
 The area immediately surrounding the Civic Center
 The Regional Medical Center campus and adjacent area.
 The eastern gateway entrance into the Main Street area.

The area west of the Regional Medical Center.
The plan describes market conditions affecting retail, hotel,
housing and office development.
The plan assesses the feasibility of five development types:
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A hotel adjacent to either the Civic Center or the Regional
Medical Center.
A retail center.
A 100-unit mixed income housing project, including both
for sale units and rentals.
A mixed commercial project with retail and professional
offices.

Public Investment Priorities
 Several priorities for public investment in the MRA were
considered. These include
 Renovation and expansion of the Civic Center
 Main Street improvements, increasing on-street parking
and slowing traffic through the downtown.
 Replacement of water lines to provide adequate capacity
for fire protection and allow for infill development.
 Expansion of public open space at the Riverwalk area
west of Miller.
 Completion of the connection of the Animas area
Riverwalk to the east.
 Construction of a whitewater park at Boyd Park.
 Streetscape and sidewalk improvements along portions of
Orchard, Behrend, Maple, Auburn and Allen. These
would be completed in conjunction with water line
replacement if possible.
 Gateway signage and wayfinding.
 Promotional signage to celebrate MRA projects.
 Future public projects in the Animas District may include
construction of a new convention center and construction
of a recreational / entertainment / event complex near
the river. However, these are long-term projects.



Specific Strategies




Strategies that are not specific to a parcel of land.
 The plan lays out a land assembly strategy and an array of
funding and finance strategies for the projects in the
MRA.
 Regulatory changes are recommended to facilitate the
desired land use pattern. These range from zone map
amendments to allow the Animas District to transition
from industrial to mixed use to text changes in the Mixed
Use district and Residential Preservation Overlay.
The top projects – those that are either essential to set the
stage for future redevelopment or promise near-term
potential at the least public cost – are identified, along with
specific implementation strategies.
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V. Public Involvement Process
A.

Kickoff Meetings

The project team held a kickoff visit to Farmington from August 1921, 2008. The purpose of this visit was to gather information about
downtown and about the community’s goals from City staff, the
Metropolitan Redevelopment Agency Board, members of the project’s
local planning committee, and other key stakeholders in downtown.
The project team met with City staff, participated in a van and
walking tour of the MRA, conducted individual interviews, and held
three small group meetings. A mix of elected officials, City staff,
downtown business and property owners, housing advocates, and
neighborhood residents participated in the meetings. Participants
included members of the Metropolitan Redevelopment Agency Board
and the project Planning Committee. A list of participants is
contained in Appendix B.
1.

Document Review

Prior to the kickoff visit, the team reviewed the City’s Comprehensive
Plan, zoning for downtown, and a number of prior studies regarding
downtown and the local real estate market. A summary of the results
of this review, including an initial list of issues is contained in
Appendix C.
2.












Rent is affordable for small businesses.
A variety of special events bring locals and visitors to the
downtown to shop, eat and be entertained. The Civic Center is
booked most of the time
Downtown is easy and pleasant to walk in, and there is plenty of
free parking.
Downtown’s historic buildings create a place with a unique
character – an authentic downtown that is impossible to replicate.
Downtown’s historic residential neighborhoods offer historic
homes and the ability to walk to work, shops and restaurants.
Investments in building renovations and public streetscape
improvements have resulted in a more attractive and vibrant
downtown than existed ten years ago.
The Animas District is adjacent to the Riverwalk and nearby
parks – high quality amenities are already in place.
There is land available for new development. While nationally,
and to a lesser degree, locally the economy has slowed; the
downtown has strengths and opportunities related to an
expanding medical center, a growing city, and regional tourism
focused on culture, sports and the outdoors.

In spite of its strengths, there is much room for improvement, and the
public involvement process was designed to work through ideas for
future projects in a series of public meetings and on-site concept
development.

Kickoff Meetings and Interviews

In its early research, the team found a wealth of strengths and
opportunities to build on:




Downtown has a core of established businesses that bring people
to downtown to shop, eat and conduct business
The San Juan County Medical Center is a major employer and
focus of activity in the downtown area.
Downtown serves as the region’s banking center.
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3.

SWOT Analysis

Participants in small group meetings were asked to identify positive
and negative things about downtown. Items were grouped during
meetings and refined by the project team into an analysis of strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities
and threats related to
downtown’s future
development. A SWOT
analysis is useful in
pinpointing areas where
downtown can serve a
unique function in the
community and in
identifying potential
barriers to downtown’s
success.
Strengths and weaknesses are characteristics of the downtown that
will make it easier or more difficult to encourage new business,
housing, and general upgrading of the downtown. Opportunities and
threats are outside influences that will affect the ability of the City,
property owners, businesses and residents to improve the area. The
plan will build on the strengths and opportunities identified during
the planning process and seek to minimize or correct the weaknesses
and work around the threats.
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The following tables organize the SWOT analysis by general
categories.
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Table 1. SWOT Analysis

Strengths and Opportunities
Location

Transportation

Economics/
Market

Land Use

Strengths:
 Historic center of Farmington*
Opportunities:
 Proximity to the river*
 Connections to Riverwalk, parks, natural
environment*
Strengths:
 Free parking
 Walkable*
 Transit service available
Opportunities:
 High traffic volumes on Main and Broadway
 Adequate road right of way for amenities like
streetscape improvements
Strengths:
 Affordable rents
 Space available
Opportunities:
 Oil and gas is booming (note that this has changed
somewhat since the meetings were held)
 City is growing
 Good timing
Strengths:
 Ability to have live/work options
 Solid downtown commercial core
Opportunities:
 Creative zoning options that allow mix of uses
 Industrial uses in Animas District are relocating

Weaknesses and Threats
Weaknesses:
 Downtown is no longer the geographic center of the city
Threats:
 Growth is to the east and shopping is following it
Weaknesses:
 Perceived lack of parking*
 Employees take best parking spaces
 North/south road connections
 Traffic flow patterns*
 Through traffic on Main and Broadway
 Public transportation
Threats:
 People don’t walk
Weaknesses:
 Low utilization of properties*
Threats:
 Competition from Durango
 National economy, recession (the recession has deepened
since the August 2008 kickoff)

Weaknesses:
 Industrial hodge podge
 In Animas District, brownfields, industrial character,
vacant lots
Threats:
 Cost of industrial land clean up
 Lack of knowledge of environmental conditions
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Strengths and Opportunities
Local Businesses

Strengths:
 Established businesses
 Anchors bring people downtown
 Employers – create daytime population
 Banks
 Hospital
 Corporate investment
 Daytime population
 Good restaurants
 Services
 Unique retail
 Shoes
 Native American art
 Antiques
Opportunities:
 Vacant buildings – could be used for new businesses*
 Need incentives for existing businesses

Housing

Strengths:
 Historic neighborhoods*
Opportunities:
 Land in Animas District
 Interested developers/partners
 Variety of demand – senior housing, workforce
housing, mid-range
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Weaknesses and Threats
Weaknesses:
 Leaving for lack of customers
 Poor perceptions
 Inebriates
 Quality of restaurants
 No organized coalition of local business owners
 Limited hours of operation
 Downtown shuts down at dark – no activity*
 Poor mix of businesses/lack of retail diversity*
 Need more restaurants*
 Vacant storefronts*
 No long term plan for growth/expansion
Threats:
 Property owners who don’t invest in their properties,
don’t want to make improvements*
 Property owners who don’t put buildings to productive
use*
 Changes in shopping patterns
 Large national retailers
 Mall
 If business/ property owner invests, what if others don’t
 Lack of property owner buy-in*
Weaknesses:
 Houses converted to offices
 Offices close at 5 pm, aren’t neighbors
 Lack of support for residents – convenience shopping
and services
 Limited decent housing
 Need housing
 No mixed housing
 Residential properties in the Animas District are nonconforming with respect to zoning
Threats:
 Lack of mortgage financing
 Housing costs
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Strengths and Opportunities
Physical Character

Tourism/
Visitors

Development

Strengths:
 Main Street
 Character of old buildings
 Parks/river/riverwalk
 Historic neighborhoods
 Existing traditional neighborhoods
 Lighting, sidewalks, clean streets
Opportunities:
 Tie to river – existing Riverwalk sections, parks, links
to nature
 Pedestrian friendly
Strengths:
 Civic Center fully booked
 Special events
Opportunities:
 Entertainment venues exist – theaters, Orchard Park,
Civic Center
 Opportunities for more events
 Opportunity for convention center and hotel
 Regional tourism – cultures
 Minor league sports
 Cultural diversity
Strengths:
 Existing development proposals will accomplish some
of the community’s goals – i.e. housing proposals
 Property in Animas District is being cleaned up
Opportunities:
 Vacant land in Animas District*
 Space available for a variety of businesses*

Weaknesses and Threats
Weaknesses:
 Eclectic architecture
 Maintenance issues
Threats:
 Cost and difficulty of renovating older buildings

Weaknesses:
 Lack of hotel
 Lack of food and entertainment choices
 Need more arts
 Need a controlled agenda of events to bring people
 Limited evening entertainment opportunities
 Lack of synergy – need more people & activity to bring
more people & activity
 Lack of promotion of activities in downtown regularly on
evenings and weekends
Threats:
 Lack of transportation – limited air service
Weaknesses:
 Disinvestment by property owners*
 Poor use of existing buildings (i.e. storage)*
 Property owners who lease are content with cash flow –
don’t care where it comes from, consequently payday
loans, title loans, junk
Threats:
 National economy
 Recession
 Old buildings – cost of meeting building codes, ADA
 Property owners have different goals
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Strengths and Opportunities
Local Government

Strengths:
 Supporting redevelopment
 Support MainStreet program
Opportunities:
 MRA incentives available
 Opportunity to plan ahead
 Local funding

Community
Support

Strengths:
 Strong group of downtown supporters
Opportunities:
 Dream big

Safety

Strengths:
 Despite perceptions, downtown is safe
 Situation has improved in past several years
Opportunities:


* Items mentioned multiple times
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Weaknesses and Threats
Weaknesses:
 Transient support & services are increasing in the area,
centered in Animas District*
 Infrastructure capacity – water flow
 Building and fire regulations
 Lack of public restrooms
Threats:
 Lack of commitment from City
 Funding issues
 Lack of political will to change
Weaknesses:
 Lack of professional resources
Threats:
 Local cynicism and apathy
 Loss of enthusiasm – all plans, no action
 Setting goals too low
 Lack of public support
 Won’t embrace new ideas
Weaknesses:
 Perception of crime
 Vagrancy, public intoxication*
 Lack of police presence
Threats:
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B.

Strategic Planning Workshops

During October 13-16, the project team returned to Farmington
armed with an analysis of the information gathered in August as well
as other research. There were several purposes for the second trip:
1.

Meeting with the MRA Board and Planning Committee;

2. Conducting focus groups with (a) Business/property owners, (b)
residents, and (c) developers/realtors/ investors/bankers;
3. Interviews Debbie Dusenberry (Farmington Convention and
Visitor’s Bureau), Laura McInney (San Juan County Partnership),
Linda Barbeau (Realtor), Brent Shiner (Airport Manager), Greg
Anesi (Marriot developer/owner) and Bob Kysar (land near Civic
Center property owner );

2.

Three different focus groups were held to elicit the views and
comments of various stakeholders in Farmington. The groups worked
with aerial maps to identify opportunities and constraints for
potential redevelopment projects.
Developers/Realtors/Investors/Bankers Focus Group
Projects listed by the property owners, developers and bankers group
included the following:


Mixed income housing near downtown could work. This should
be a sizeable project, and would benefit from teaming with an
experienced developer. The group noted the need for one
successful project to show viability for future projects. Housing
should be geared to affordable and market rate units, not
necessarily only housing for low income families. From 2003 to
2007, about 200 single family building permits were issued per
year. The median house price is $200,000+. Homes in the
$175,000 to $200,000 sell well, and houses in the $300,000 to
$350,000 are selling slowly. The area has not seen a lot of
foreclosures. A new project on Crouch Mesa had homes starting
at $159,000.



The Regional Medical Center is an attraction. Assisted living
would be desirable near the hospital. Temporary housing for
medical center employees is also needed. Property owners feel
that hospital employees would live closer to work, in the
downtown area, if there were attractive choices at rents
comparable to elsewhere in Farmington. The area near the
hospital could be a prime location for a mixed-use project with
housing above medical office.



The idea of a new industrial park, which would provide a place
for industry in the Animas District to locate out of the MRA, was
mentioned by this group. Several potential locations were

4. Holding a day-long strategic planning session with the Planning
Committee; and
5. Presenting the process and the outcomes resulting from
everyone’s efforts at a Public Open House.
The strategic planning sessions and public meetings were well
attended. The participants were very interested in providing input
and guidance to the team and understood the far-reaching potential
of the MRA plan.
1.

MRA Board and Planning Committee Meeting

At the beginning of the four-day workshop, the consulting team met
with the MRA Board and MRA Planning Committee to introduce the
project, explain what the project hoped to achieve over the next three
days, describe the roles to be played by Board and Committee
members, and answer questions.

Focus Groups
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mentioned, including on Route 371, on San Juan Boulevard, on
Crouch Mesa, La Plata and along Browning.


The Dustin to Wall connection is considered to be important.



There is a desire to slow traffic on Main Street from Auburn to
Wall and perhaps to reduce the volume of through traffic.
Broadway, however, has the capacity for more traffic and should
be kept four lanes.



Fire codes were mentioned as barriers to redevelopment, with
slow inspections and regulations that significantly increase the
cost of renovations. A Rapid Response Team within the Building
Department that is knowledgeable and could guide developers in
the process would be helpful.



The BLM is currently building a new building in Farmington.
The selected site requires $1.2 million in infrastructure costs.
The agency needs 30,000 square feet. Perhaps the City could
offer an incentive, such as land, to entice the BLM to move to the
MRA instead.



When asked about the potential for a Federal facility like a new
courthouse, they noted that such location decisions are driven by
the agencies unless the local government lobbies Congress to be
the selected location. They questioned whether the caseload is
adequate for a new courthouse.



When asked about the potential for local agencies, the group
suggested that the City might be looking for a site for a new fire
department facility.



The group would like to see a big project by the river that could
be a gateway to the entire river corridor project.



The City has applied for $600,000 from the State Legislature for
a Civic Center upgrade.
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Business/Property Owners Focus Group
The major potential project issues listed by this group were
concerning the Animas District:






making a stronger and more pleasant connection between the
hospital and downtown
creating more housing for hospital workers, especially for the
temporary or locum tenens nurses and physicians
development of a business park in the district; could include State
or Federal offices
development of a retail center that would include a pharmacy,
durable medical equipment, restaurants
the development of a hotel near the Civic Center or in Downtown

Some preliminary infrastructure projects and other improvements
will be necessary before or when the recommended projects are
developed. The land currently being used for storage could be prime
real estate if and when the land is remediated. Existing utilities are
above ground; if they were installed underground, the positive visual
impact could encourage development. Concerns about existing traffic
patterns on Piñon should be addressed.
Residents
The residents’ focus group was comprised of representatives from all
three districts yet there were common ideas for projects for the MRA:





Create mixed-use, and live/work housing
Make it safer and more attractive for people to walk instead of
drive
Preserve historic buildings and character
Provide more interesting attractions and businesses in downtown

In the Animas District, the main interest was in developing mixed
types of housing; market rate residential units for medical staff,
affordable housing for low income residents and students, and
housing projects for clients of social service agencies. They were
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particularly interested in the possibility for a health-related
commercial development that could provide conveniently located
office space for allied health services and products as well as dining
opportunities. A major concern is the vacant land and the land near
the river that has been used for storage. If the land could be cleaned
up and remediated to a level deemed safe for human habitation; it
could become prime real estate. Adding a community park that could
serve as a link to the river is another option for some of the land.
Water related recreation, such as kayaking or a pond for fishing and
radio controlled boats is a potential attraction of the river.
Downtown residents had many ideas on how to improve the
downtown core district. One of the issues they deal with is the
perception that the parking is limited and a deterrent to conducting
business in the downtown area, and the other perception is that it is
not safe for people to be downtown due to the presence of inebriates
and transients. Residents expressed interest in developing more
live/work properties to increase the presence of people in downtown.
Commercial development with grocery, drug and variety stores in the
MRA within walking distance from the downtown core would be
synergistic with development of live/work opportunities. A more
enticing array of entertainment and recreation options to augment the
existing establishments was seen as a way to increase the attraction to
downtown for residents of Farmington and visitors alike.

3.

Strategic Planning Session

To kick off the full-day strategic planning session, the project team
listed all the potential projects and opportunity sites that derived
from the focus groups and previous meetings and posted them on the
wall by geographic area. Members of the MRA Board and Planning
Committee then split into smaller groups to further define the project
concepts as well as the strategic action steps required.
During the sessions, participants discussed numerous possibilities for
redevelopment including streetscapes to make the area more friendly
to pedestrians, façade improvements, incentives for Main Street
property owners to convert space currently used for storage into
active income and activity-generating space, development of a hotel
within the MRA, mixed-use development in several locations, the
need for a drug store/health complex, housing needs, clean up of the
Animas District, a greenway to connect to the river and the possibility
for a large entertainment complex, among others. Each concept was
discussed in terms of defining a specific project that would catalyze

The Civic Center neighborhood presently sees itself in an
uncomfortable transition; an increasing number of residences have
been converted to offices that close after business hours, resulting in a
lack of human presence in the evenings where there used to be vital
neighborhood activities. Most residents appreciate having the Civic
Center as a neighbor, but there were some complaints about the
parking that spreads out into the residential streets periodically. The
possibility of a hotel near the Civic Center was received well, but
some were unsure about the impact it would have. Opinions regarding
the Dustin/Wall connection were mixed.
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additional redevelopment, what strategic actions were needed to
implement that project, and who would be responsible for those
actions. Participants worked in groups, then presented to the entire
group, which set priorities and timelines. Each group rejoined to take
the process to the next level. Using this interactive process, the most
feasible Catalyst Projects were selected along with the strategic
actions that would be required, the people or entities that would take
the actions and a timeline for the redevelopment plan. The catalyst
projects are described in Chapter XIII in greater detail.

Figure 3. Strategic Planning Results
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1.

Public Open House

The project team spent the last day of the workshop compiling,
synthesizing, and illustrating the information obtained during the
first three days. This was presented for feedback to the general public
at evening through a powerpoint presentation, sketches and maps,
and other workshop materials. Project recommendations were revised
based on comments from the general public.
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VI. Existing Conditions
A.
1.

Demographics
Population

The population in San Juan County increased 24% between 1990 and
2000 to approximately 114,000. Currently the population is
approximately 126,000. By 2020 the population is projected to be
approximately 145,000. This trend shows that while the rate of
growth is slowing slightly (from +2% annually in the 1990’s to -2% in
the 21st century) the long term prospects for continued population
growth are solid. Projections are for about 148,000 people in 2025,
154,000 in 2030 and so on.
Farmington serves as the retail hub for a trade area that extends as far
as 100 miles.
This rate of population growth would be considered ideal by many –
steady – but not the “galloping” growth that can cause overloaded
public service systems, transportation overload, burdens on schools
etc. The steady nature of growth in San Juan County on the other
hand allows for guiding development which is known to be coming,
permits planning policy decisions (such as formation of the MRA) by
forward looking officials and staff, and long-term maintenance of a
high quality-of-life that is one of San Juan County’s (and
Farmington’s) market advantages that can be used to attract desirable
economic development projects.
This then points to the challenge for the MRA Plan and its
implementation. What projects, businesses, housing, companies, etc.
can be encouraged to locate in the MRA (and where) in order to
capture the continued population growth in the County and the retail
trade area, which goes hand-in hand with growth in other elements of
the overall economic picture.

2.

Housing

There were approximately 45,000 housing units in the Farmington
MSA (San Juan County) in 2006 (owner occupied and rental). An
assessment of housing needs in the Farmington MSA completed in
2008 projected a total need of 8,907 new housing units to 2020.
Based on past trends, demand for new units would include 5,000
single family units, approximately 1,000 multifamily units and nearly
3,000 mobile homes.
In recent years, new construction in Farmington has averaged over
200 single family homes per year. Existing home sales are
approximately 1,000 units per year in the County, with an average
home price of $200,000 and a median home price of $185,000 to
$190,000. Recent housing trends have affected the growth in home
prices nationally and put a damper on new home construction.
However, it would be a mistake to base the assessment of future need
on what is likely the bottom of the market.
Homeowner vacancy rates were 1.2%. Rental vacancy rates were 9.3%.
These numbers were slightly up from 2,000. Given the nation-wide
housing market slump and mortgage crises, one would expect the
homeowner vacancy rates to be higher in 2008. Rental vacancy may
be lower. This would be in keeping with the national trend.
Regardless, the projected growth in population bodes well for the
long-term vitality of the Farmington / San Juan housing market.

3.

Income

The 2005 Census found the per capita income to be $24,260. The
median family income was $36,796. These numbers are both lower
than the national average which are $31,773 and $56,194 respectively.
In 2006, median family income in New Mexico ranked 44th in the
nation. However, when relative cost of living is taken into account the
numbers compare more favorably.
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On a per capita basis San Juan County does not host a wealthy
population. On the other hand, in terms relative to the future of the
MRA, this population represents approximately $3 billion in income
annually which will be spent on housing, food, automobiles, retail
consumer goods, energy, entertainment etc. How much of this
expenditure potential can be captured by the MRA in the future?
4.

Workforce

San Juan County boasts a low unemployment rate of compared with
the national average with about 55,000 out of 58,000 in the overall
workforce employed. As of March 2009, unemployment was 5.2
percent, less than the 8.5 for the US and 6% for New Mexico.
Some characteristics of the employed civilian workforce (16+ 44,541)
are as follows:
Management, professional
Service occupations
Sales and office occupations
Farming, fishing, forestry
Construction, extraction and maintenance
Production, transportation

11,241
7,394
11,427
309
7,708
6,426

The workforce statistics show a well-balanced array of occupations,
with no heavy dependence on a single employer or military
installation which can be subject to devastating economic blows
through such mechanisms as BRAC policy/program (Base Relocation
and Closure). This represents another positive characteristic of the
San Juan County / Farmington market and will likely help defend the
growth position described above.
The workforce is diversified among a number of “leading economic
base employers” which are defined as bringing new dollars to the
community in which they reside. Others have been strong community
contributors for some time. These categories include among the top 15
largest employers.

Company

Product/Service

San Juan Regional Medical Center
Health Care
Farmington Public Schools
Education
Central Consolidated Schools
Education
BHP Billiton
Mining/Coal
City of Farmington
Government
San Juan County
Government
Arizona Public Service
Power Plant
Aztec Oil and Well
Oil & Gas
Conoco Phillips
Oil & Gas
Key Energy Service
Oil & Gas
San Juan College
Higher Education
Bloomfield Schools
Education
Aztec Schools
Education
Basin Home Health/ Basin
Home Health
Coordinated
PNM San Juan Generating Station
Power Plant
Source: San Juan Economic Development Service, 2009

Full Time
Employees
1,465
1,213
1,157
1,057
742
721
700
700
620
620
500
486
459
405
400

While the workforce data shows a diversification in types of positions,
the largest employers show a predominance of energy, public service
(including education) and health care providers. This is not a
negative, as each economic sector is crucial to the community and
national/international stability.

B.

Economic Indicators

Beyond the baseline demographic characteristics summarized above,
various overarching economic indicators will influence the future
development potential of the County, City of Farmington and the
MRA. While there are a myriad of influences affecting the
local/regional economy, certain factors delineated by the San Juan
Economic Development Service are particularly germane to the
discussion.
1.

Cost of Doing Business

San Juan County and the cities of Farmington, Aztec and Bloomfield
impose a variety of taxes and fees. Their application, rates and so
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forth also vary on the jurisdiction. The team will conduct further
analysis on the cost of doing business as may be applied within the
MRA, but simple listing of the various costs (not counting operations)
is instructive in illustrating the basic universe which a business owner
may be exposed to.
 Corporate Franchise Fee
 Motor Vehicle Registration Fee
 Worker’s Compensation Coverage & Assessment Fee
 Corporate Income Tax
 Sales and Use Taxes
 Business Inventory (exempt until sold)
 Property Tax
 Goods-in Transit (exempt)
 Personal Income Tax
 Motor Fuels Tax
 Weight Distance Tax
 Withholding Payroll Tax



2.

3.

Incentives

The flip side of costs such as those bulleted above is the array of
incentive programs available through San Juan County Economic
Development Service, the State of New Mexico, the Northwest New
Mexico Council of Governments, and non-profit small business
resources that serve the entire state.
According to the San Juan Economic Development Service “New
Mexico offers more than 30 incentives designed to improve the
bottom-line for businesses – from tax credits, aggressive training
incentive programs, and Rural Job Tax Credits, to High-Wage Job
Tax Credit and Industrial Revenue Bonds.”
Other entities that participate in administering incentives include:


San Juan College (the college has a variety of programs geared to
workforce training, including programs targeted to local
industries).







The Enterprise Center / Business Incubator (below market lease
space, advisory services, and other support services for eligible
startups, reorganizations and relocations).
Northwest Mexico Council of Governments (Enterprise Loan
Fund, providing “gap” or “bridge” financing through partnership
with a lending institution or agency)
NM Industry Corporation Revolving Loan Fund (assists existing
businesses that develop, manufacture or assemble products using
local labor)
The Job Training Incentive Program ( (funds classroom and onthe-job training)

The MRA has the potential to house a variety of businesses, including
retail, services, and small scale manufacturing, particularly
manufacturing associated with on-site wholesale or retail sales. The
types of incentives appropriate to a specific business will vary,
depending upon the characteristics of the business.
Education

While not traditionally consider an economic indicator, educational
institutions are in fact important economic factors in a community.
The largest employers list demonstrates clearly how much of the $3
billion in expenditure potential within San Juan County is coming
from schools and institutions of higher learning. Beyond that,
academic institutions frequently serve as business and technology
incubators, and graduate students who go on to play key roles in the
business, medical, scientific, retail, arts, and other components of an
economically and culturally healthy community.
Among the educational / academic elements that have beneficial
impacts on the community (and potentially the MRA specifically) are:
San Juan College, with an annualized full-time equivalent student
body of 4,400 and over 17,000 students enrolled in credit and noncredit classes, is a major resource for the region. The college offers
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both academic and career/technical majors, with access to traditional
daytime classes as well as night and on-line classes.
San Juan College fosters economic development through several
innovative programs including:







Quality Center for Business
The Enterprise Center (Business Incubator located within the
QCB)
The Business and Industry training Center
The Small Business Training Center
The Northwest New Mexico Council of Governments
The San Juan Economic Development Service

Other key institutions include:
Four-year Universities offering Bachelor’s and Graduate degree
courses on the San Juan College Campus






4.

Eastern New Mexico University
New Mexico Highlands University
New Mexico State University
University of New Mexico
Farmington School District

Other Economic Elements

Featured Industry: Energy Production
The San Juan Basin contributes to New Mexico’s ranking as the 4th
largest producer of natural gas in the United States as well as the
state’s prominent position with respect to natural gas and oil and gas
reserves. The industry is a major employer, with energy companies
and businesses that provide support services providing thousands of
jobs in the county.
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While the energy industry is important to the regional economy, it
also presents opportunities for the MRA. Several energy companies
have a presence in downtown, including offices space. Meeting the
office needs of these firms in the downtown is a major opportunity for
increasing the number of workers in the MRA, increasing
opportunities for other businesses that serve downtown workers –
restaurants, office supply stores, business services and the like.
Four Corners Regional Airport
Regional air service was mentioned in focus group meetings as a
factor that limits economic growth. However, the airport does
provide direct air service to Phoenix, Denver, and LA/Ontario, and
Page, Prescott and Kingman, AZ.
Secondary service is available through the Durango-La Plata County
Airport (approximately one hour away) and the Albuquerque Sunport
(approximately 185 miles away).
Tourism
Farmington is the center of the Four Corners region, surrounded by
world class recreational and cultural attractions. A tourism fact sheet
reports that Farmington was one of the top ten destinations for
overnight visitors to New Mexico in 2007. There were approximately
2.6 visitors per party, and they stayed in New Mexico an average of
5.3 nights, spending $1,192 per party (TNS Travels America, 2008).
Farmington earned about $1.2 million in lodgers’ tax receipts in
2008, the sixth highest earning city in the state. This is not surprising,
since Farmington is the center of the Four Corners region, and is
surrounded by world class recreational and cultural attractions.
Outdoor recreation opportunities abound in and around Farmington.
The San Juan River is recognized as one of the best freshwater
fisheries in the world. Navajo Lake lies about 60 miles to the east and
offers a full-range of camping and water recreation activities, and had
over 560,000 visitors in 2001. Mesa Verde National Park, just to the
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north in Colorado, welcomed 550,000 visitors in 2008. Other natural
features near Farmington that attract tourists include the striking
Shiprock Peak to the west, and the unusual Bisti Wilderness to the
south. Sporting and recreational events and attractions in Farmington
include the Connie Mack World Series, the National High School
Finals Rodeo, the Farmington Aquatics Center, the Piñon Hills Golf
Course (one of the highest rated public courses in the country), and
the Farmington Annual Invitational Balloon Festival.

Farmington’s Main Street has a variety of Native American arts and
crafts retailers and antique shops. By marketing Farmington as a
specialty retail center, the downtown area has the opportunity to
capitalize on the large number of tourists to the region. Restaurants,
inns, and entertainment venues will also gain from tourism.
Tourists in the region provide an opportunity to market these
businesses as a specialty retail center.

Farminton’s recreational facilities are excellent resources, and the
City’s sports complex provides facilities for regional tournaments.
A number of cultural attractions bring tourists to the Farmington area
as well. The Chaco Culture National Historic Park, home to the Chaco
Canyon National Monument, a World Heritage Site, lies about 50
miles to the southeast of Farmington and received an average of
64,000 visitors annually between 2000 and 2008. The Salmon Ruins
and Heritage Park and Aztec Ruins National Monument are even
closer to Farmington, and host an average of 8,000 and 41,000
visitors annually. In addition, every Labor Day weekend, Farmington
hosts the Totah Festival, a juried Native American arts and crafts
show, marketplace and powwow. Meanwhile, outdoor summer
theater featuring historic dramas takes place every summer at the
Lions Wilderness Park. Finally, there are a number of Native
American festivals, powwows, and fairs in the nearby Navajo Nation
and other area tribal lands.
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VII. Regional Context

Durango, Colorado is located fifty miles away. Cortez, Colorado is 70
miles away, and Chama and Dulce, New Mexico are from 90 to 120
miles from Farmington.

A.

2.

Existing Conditions

Farmington is located in north central San Juan County, in the
northwest corner of New Mexico just south of the Colorado border.
Other incorporated municipalities in the immediate area include
Aztec and Bloomfield. The City is surrounded by Native American
communities, including the Navajo Nation and the Jicarilla Apache,
Southern Ute and Ute Mountain reservations.
Located along the confluence of the San Juan, Animas and La Plata
rivers, Farmington is the major industrial and retail center of the Four
Corners region. The oil and gas industry is predominant in the local
economy. The region’s spectacular setting and cultural diversity are
also economic strengths.
The city occupies 27 square miles of high Colorado Plateau desert and
is considered the "Hub" of San Juan County, with a trade radius of
150 miles.
Major roads serving the City are US 550 and US 64. The City has
commercial air service, with daily flights to Phoenix and Denver.
Farmington’s downtown lies at the southern edge of the populated
area of northeast San Juan County, as shown in Figure 5. The City’s
recent growth has been to the northeast, leaving downtown at an edge
rather than centrally located within the city. To the south is sparsely
populated Navajo Nation land, and to the west is agricultural land
along the San Juan River.
1.

Regional Communities

Regional Attractions

The region is home to a wide range of world-class recreational and
cultural attractions within a few hours. Regional attractions include
San Juan County
Salmon Ruins
Shiprock
Bisti/De-Na-Zin Wilderness
Aztec Ruins National Monument
Chaco Canyon National Monument
Four Corners Monument
Navajo and Jicarilla Apache Tribes
World class fishing
San Juan River, Navajo Lake, smaller rivers
Water sports
Navajo Lake and Morgan Lake
Southwestern Colorado
Mesa Verde National Park
Snow skiing
Durango Mountain Resort
Pagosa Springs/Wolf Creek
Telluride
Durango and Silverton Railroad
Anasazi Heritage Center
Southern Ute Tribe
Ute Mountain Tribe
Northeastern Arizona
Monument Valley
Canyon de Chelly

Regional cities include nearby Aztec and Bloomfield and the rural
communities of Fruitland and Kirtland. Shiprock, a commercial
center on the Navajo Nation, is located 25 miles to the west.
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Local parks and recreational facilities are high quality and offer
excellent opportunities for residents and visitors. Annual events like
the Connie Mack World Series and the National High School Finals
Rodeo take advantage of the recreational facilities in Farmington.
As reported in the previous section, tourism associated with these
attractions is one of the most promising markets for downtown retail
businesses.
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Figure 4. San Juan County Land Ownership
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Figure 5. Farmington, NM Landmarks & Vicinity
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VIII.
Transportation and
Transit
A.




Apache from Main US 64 to Palmer: 7,500
Arrington from Airport Road to Wall: 2,770








Behrend from Pinon to Apache: 1,030
Lake from Broadway to Main: 5,380
Main Street from US 64 / Broadway to Airport Road: 12,900
Main Street from Airport Road to Lake Street: 18,000
Miller Street from Murray Drive to US 64 / Broadway: 4,800
Wall Avenue from Main Street to Apache Street: 1,420

Transportation

The Metropolitan Transportation Plan, adopted April 22, 2005 by the
Farmington Metropolitan Planning Organization, (FMPO) was
developed to anticipate the transportation needs for Farmington,
Aztec, Bloomfield and the unincorporated areas to the year 2030. The
plan identifies future transportation improvements for all modes of
transportation and lists specific services and projects that will be
necessary to meet the transportation needs for the region through
2030. Since this report is focused on Farmington; the discussion will
be limited to the details that pertain to specifically Farmington with
the understanding that regional transportation will have an effect on
Farmington and the MRA.
Roads within the Metropolitan Redevelopment Area (MRA) did not
appear on the list of alternative improvements recommended to
relieve congestion, due to the pattern of growth that is mainly
concentrated to the northeast area of the city. However, it is
important to recognize that improvements on roads outside the MRA
will affect traffic on the roads within the MRA. Most of the streets in
the MRA are classified as Urban Collectors; the exceptions are Butler
and the western section of Apache which are Minor Arterials and NM
516/ Main and US 64/ Broadway which are Principle Arterials. The
most heavily used road in the MRA is US 64, which runs through the
MRA where it is recognized as Broadway and experiences evening
peak traffic volumes of 2,000, a number not high enough to be
considered congested .
The Farmington MPO conducts traffic counts on major streets in the
metropolitan area on a rotating three year basis. The average daily
traffic counts (AVG) in 2007 for streets within the MRA are:

Traffic through the MRA is heaviest on Broadway and Main.
Immediately south of the MRA is Murray which also carries a large
amount of traffic; the traffic count on Murray Drive from Pinon Street
to Miller was 12,800. These counts indicate that there are significant
numbers of vehicles passing through and around the downtown area.
The key will be to bring the drivers into the downtown area by giving
them a reason to get out their cars.
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1.

Parking

2.

As of a March 2008 study, there are 1,015 parking spaces of public
parking in the downtown area (between La Plata and Animas Street s
and between Auburn and Commercial Avenues. The spaces are
comprised of 690 off-street parking spaces and 325 on-street parking
spaces. Some of the spaces (202) are restricted to a 2 hour time limit
and the total number includes 32 handicapped spaces. If one
considers that the entire MRA is one-quarter mile north to south and
approximately one-half mile east to west; the available parking within
easy walking distances is more than adequate.

Figure 6. Red Apple Transit Routes (City of Farmington website)
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Transit

A regional transit system serves Farmington via a loop system and
routes within Farmington and provides limited service to Aztec and
Kirtland. Within Farmington alone there are approximately 43,000
weekday riders per year. They are served by five fixed routes on the
hour with express routes running on the half hour between Orchard
Plaza and the Animas Mall. Outside Farmington, there are three runs
daily to Kirtland (Bronco line) and three to Aztec (Tiger line). In
addition to these routes a Dial-a-Ride service is available on demand
within the city limits that has approximately 2,000 riders per year.
These numbers were compiled prior to the recent increases in gas
prices and may not accurately reflect the current ridership.
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3.

Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities

While the majority of the Transportation Improvements for
Farmington roadways is concentrated outside the MRA, there are
many bicycle and pedestrian improvements proposed in the within
the MRA or along routes that provide access to the MRA from
surrounding areas, as shown in Figure 7.
The Farmington MPO also developed a Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan
that was adopted on June 12, 2008 to address improvements for
bicycle and pedestrian modes of transportation. The improvements
were identified during the development of the Plan by working with
member entities and the Bicycle/Pedestrian Advisory Group, (BPAG).
The purpose and needs of the Plan identified were:







Link communities
Provide access to parks, schools and businesses
Encourage walking and bicycling for commuting
Improve the health of the citizens and the communities
Serve those who do and those who currently do not bike and walk
regularly
Educate motorists and the general public about the rights and
responsibilities of bicyclists and pedestrians

The Plan also provides standards for bicycle/pedestrian
improvements including an analysis of the existing sidewalks.
Sidewalks are fairly plentiful throughout the MRA; however there are
areas, as shown in the photo on this page, where pedestrians do not
have adequate facilities along existing streets.
The presence of sidewalks does not guarantee easy or carefree
walking. Often sidewalks come to an abrupt end, or change into a
paved parking lot. Utility poles, fire hydrants and signposts often
block clear passage on sidewalks presenting obstacles for people in
wheelchairs or pushing strollers, additionally grade changes and
uneven surfaces challenge all walkers particularly those using aides
such as crutches or walkers. Heavy traffic and wide roads like US 64

create intimidating situations for pedestrians especially at
intersections. Innovative pedestrian facilities can be implemented to
alleviate these situations. The proposed improvements for
Farmington bicycles and pedestrians including those that will impact
the MRA are shown in Figure 8.
Farmington also features some excellent recreational trails
particularly along the Animas River as illustrated in the photographs
below. The City Parks and Recreation Department has developed a
Riverine Corridor Plan in which the existing river trails are extended
and pedestrian greenways reach into the MRA building a vital
downtown to river connection.
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Figure 7. FMPO Metropolitan Transportation Plan Proposed Bike Pedestrian Network
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Figure 8. Proposed Farmington Bicycle/Pedestrian Improvements
(FMPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan 2008)
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IX. Physical Character of
Downtown
A.

Physical Character

The MRA includes three distinct neighborhoods, the Downtown Core,
the Civic Center Neighborhood to the north and the Animas District
to the south.
1.

The Downtown Core

Farmington’s downtown core is the commercial district located on
Main Street and Broadway bordered by Miller Avenue to the east and
Auburn Avenue to the west. The storefronts face towards the street
and share walls with adjoining buildings. Many of the buildings in the
downtown core have historic significance.
Highway traffic moves east and west through this downtown core on
Main Street and Broadway. While crosswalks and sidewalks provide
pedestrian access, the two routes are geared primarily towards
automobile traffic and there is little visual connection between the
two corridors. When traveling on Broadway for instance, there is little
awareness of Main Street to the north. One attempted connection

exists at Allen Street where a sculptural element and plantings located
on Broadway signal a downtown connection. Other streetscape
initiatives are apparent in the form of welcome and parking signs,
color coordinated site furnishings placed throughout the downtown,
as well as a number of street trees and planters. Orchard Plaza Park,
situated in the midst downtown, provides a civic area for gatherings
and outdoor entertainment as well as shaded seating.
Existing streetscape improvements include street planters, which
unfortunately disregarded historic sidewalk decorations and, in many
cases, partially obliterate the colorful Navajo symbols that were
embossed on the Main Street sidewalks in an earlier renovation.
While there are a number of businesses located along Main Street,
many of the storefronts are vacant or being used for storage. Similar
conditions exist for the upper levels of many of the multi-story
buildings along Main Street. While the parks and public spaces
throughout the city are very well maintained, many of the privately
owned structures would benefit from maintenance, repairs or façade
renovations.
Although some retail businesses are scattered along Main Street,
downtown’s role as the retail center of Farmington has diminished
over the years. Cash and loan services and office space have replaced
retail stores in downtown storefronts. Additionally, there are only a
few restaurants and even fewer places where residents and visitors
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can meet and socialize. Strengths in the concentration of retail
businesses include a number of arts and crafts stores, including those
that specialize in Native American arts and crafts. The high quality of
the existing restaurants is also a strength, and these businesses attract
both downtown workers and Farmington residents. Restaurants are a
source of night life in the downtown, complementing special events
that take place along Main Street and at the Civic Center.
Both Main Street and Broadway contain 4 lanes of traffic with parallel
parking on each outer edge. Public parking lots are available both
north and south of Main Street, many of them facing Broadway.

2.

The Civic Center Neighborhood

The Civic Center neighborhood lies directly north of the Downtown
Core in the area surrounding the Farmington Civic Center. The Civic
Center Neighborhood rises in elevation as it moves away from Main
Street towards the north.
Although it is located only one block north of Main Street, the Civic
Center seems to be disconnected from the downtown core. It sits
slightly higher in elevation than Main Street and ties more directly to
adjacent parking lots and the surrounding residential area.
The Civic Center Neighborhood dates back to the early days of
Farmington’s settlement and is the location of the city’s oldest house.
Built in 1878, the Palmer House was donated to the Farmington
Museum in 2001. Other house styles in the neighborhood range from
Victorian, to Arts & Crafts, to contemporary. The residences are
typically single family homes although residences have been
converted into small businesses such as law offices.
Two beautifully maintained city parks create east-west connections
through the neighborhood, and the cluster of community facilities at
the eastern edge is an attractive amenity. U.S. West Park is across
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from the 1929 Romanesque style Sacred Heart Catholic Church with a
grand view of the downtown and distant bluffs to the south. It
connects Allen and Behrend Avenues with a winding walkway and
overlook. Lions Park at the northeastern edge of the neighborhood
houses tennis courts, a swimming pool and senior centers.
Interestingly, it is also near a historic church, the Gothic style St.
John’s Episcopal Church built in 1908. In the same corner, the former
downtown library has been converted to a children’s museum.
Irrigation ditches wind their way above and below ground throughout
the neighborhood. Originally installed to support the orchards and
fields in the original ‘Farming-town’, many of these ditches are still
used today throughout this older residential neighborhood.
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3.

The Animas District

The Animas District is the largest of the three neighborhoods and is
made up of several different entities including the San Juan Regional
Medical Center with affiliated medical office buildings and services,
some state offices, and a small amount of housing surrounded by a
large amount of industrial use properties and vacant lands. The
southern edge of this neighborhood represents the southernmost edge
of the city limits.
The Animas District lays in close proximity to the downtown and
connects to the Animas River. The area in general seems
underutilized and ripe with opportunities. Many of the industrial lots
may require environmental clean-up as they appear to have been
storage areas for some time. The gas boom of the 1950s and its
industrial based economy helped reduce the number of farms and
declined agriculture based economy during those same years. As the
city has expanded to accommodate the new interests and population
bursts, it has moved away from the downtown. Perhaps even more
than the Downtown and Civic Center areas, the Animas District has
been affected negatively by this shift of population and activity.
The area has significant public amenities that provide a foundation
for future improvements. The Animas River Walk connects parks and
activities through miles of walkways. A small section of the river walk
is located at the southeastern tip of this neighborhood near Boyd
Park. It is currently separated from the rest of the river walk by
roughly ½ mile.
The park located at the Farmington Intertribal Indian Organization
site and Oscar Thomas Park, with its opportunity for a major
expansion, are resources in this area.
As one of the region’s major employers, the San Juan Regional
Medical Center is the focus of current medical related development.
Vacant and underutilized land in close proximity to the medical
center provide an opportunity for growth and for housing for center
employees.

Brownfields
A site visit around the MRA provided evidence of potential
Brownfields. The activities of the farming and extractive industries
that have taken place in the Farmington area over the decades may
have contributed to the number of potential Brownfield sites in
Farmington. Currently, there are large lots serving as storage facilities
for oil and gas companies. The fields of tanks and machinery present
not only aesthetic challenges to the district, they discourage
development of nearby lots, and potentially contaminate the soil and
groundwater. Voluntary cleanup of these areas, specifically the
storage sites between downtown and the river, may expedite
revitalization of the MRA. Further investigation is necessary once
more definitive plans for redevelopment are produced. However,
cleaning up storage areas and abandoned sites within the MRA and
nearby would enhance the redevelopment.
Funding for assessment and
remediation of hazardous sites
is available from the EPA
(Environmental Protection
Agency). A variety of funding
programs have been set up to
process grants for a range of
clean-up projects. A list of the
different funding programs is
included in Appendix D.
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B.

Land Use

Property tax records were used to identify land uses in the MRA.
Figure 9 shows the distribution of residential, commercial and vacant
properties.
Most of the MRA is classified as commercial, with a large number of
public and non-profit entities (shown as “exempt”) scattered
throughout. The public and non-profit entities include properties
owned by local, state and Federal government agencies, churches, and
properties owned by private non-profit agencies.
Residential areas are scattered throughout the Civic Center
Neighborhood and in a few clusters in the Animas District. There are
few large areas of purely residential use, creating mixed-use
neighborhoods. More solidly residential areas are located to the north
of the MRA and not identified on the map.
Vacant properties are scattered throughout the MRA. With the
greatest concentrations in the eastern part of the Animas district.
Vacant parcels vary in size but in most cases represent only a part of a
block.
Public parks, shown in green in Figure 9 are important amenities
throughout the MRA. The Civic Center and city facilities, including
the Bonnie Dallas Senior Center, E3 Children’s Museum and Science
Center and Lions Pool, provide nearby recreation and entertainment.
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C.

Historic Buildings

Downtown Farmington is on the National Register of Historic Places.
The Historic Downtown Commercial District contains 100 properties
including the Orchard Plaza Park, which was deeded to the city in 1902
under the stipulation that the property always be used as a park.
The land of the San Juan Basin adjacent to the Navajo Nation was
opened up to settlement in 1876 by Executive Order of Ulysses S. Grant,
and the first homesteads on record were filed the same year. In 1901, the
town of Farmington was incorporated and the railroad soon followed
bringing more supplies and settlers in the years after 1905.
Farmington remained isolated within the Four Corners region when the
railroad switched from regular gauge to narrow gauge rails in Durango,
making travel to the town slow and arduous.
In 1946, a new highway opened travel from Albuquerque to Farmington
and coincided with the beginning of the gas and oil boom years of the
1950s.
The historic buildings of downtown Main Street represent a historical
record of development in the Four Corners area between the years 19061956.
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Figure 9. Property Tax Account Type
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X. MRA Assets
A.

Publicly Owned Land

Through its powers under the Metropolitan Redevelopment Code, the
City of Farmington has the ability to acquire and dispose of property
as part of redevelopment projects. The purpose of these projects
would be to stimulate private investment in the MRA through the
Metropolitan Redevelopment Agency’s participation in projects.
Property that is already owned by the City is a public asset that can
help catalyze private investment. Properties owned by the County,
State and Federal governments may also present an opportunity for
redevelopment, depending upon the goals of the owner agency.
Parcels owned by these government entities are shown in Figure 10.
Not all of the properties are vacant land. Developed properties
include public parking lots and parks, which support other activities
in the MRA.
Suitably located vacant parcels provide opportunities for development
of catalytic projects that will stimulate private investment.
The parks and recreational facilities in the MRA, which have been
described previously, are amenities that contribute to the desirability
of the MRA as a place to live and work.

C.

The MRA is accessible from all parts of the region, and the region’s
major east/west roadways still bring traffic through downtown.
Transit is available within the MRA, and existing and proposed
pedestrian and bikeway systems will connect to locations within the
MRA.

D.

Historic Character

The MRA’s historic resources, described in the previous section of this
report, create a location unlike anything else available in Farmington.
The historic structures along Main Street and in the Civic Center
neighborhood are unique and attractive assets that define the MRA as
a special place.

Parks and Open Space

The existing parks, recreational facilities and proximity to the river
and to the Riverwalk are existing amenities for the area.
Redevelopment projects can take advantage of these amenities by
locating near them or linking to them.

E.

Affordable Real Estate

There is space available with relatively affordable rents, an advantage
for redevelopment initiatives that seek to bring new businesses to the
area.

F.
B.

Accessibility

Businesses

The business license database maintained by the City of Farmington
provides insight into the distribution of businesses throughout the
MRA. As shown in Figure 11, retail establishments are densely
clustered along Main Street between Wall Street and Locke.
Additional retail businesses are scattered along Broadway and Main
through the MRA. Figure 12 shows the businesses in the central
commercial area in more detail.
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Downtown is still Farmington’s banking center, with branches of
Citizens Bank, Wells Fargo, Bank of America, Bank of the Southwest
and Four Corners Community Bank located there.
Businesses in the Civic Center neighborhood are predominantly
medical and other services. Although many of these businesses are
located along commercial streets, the distribution of businesses
throughout the neighborhood is indicative of home based businesses.
The Animas District includes the San Juan Regional Medical Center
and the large cluster of medical offices surrounding it.
Industrial and oil and gas related businesses, along with scattered
services make up the remainder of the Animas District.
The successful businesses in the MRA are important assets, and it is
possible to attract new related businesses based on the success of the
existing business clusters (specialty retail, medical services, oil and
gas administrative offices and so on).

G.

Institutions

The San Juan Regional Medical Center and the support services that
surround it are a major employer, creating demand for housing and
services close to work for medical center employees. The Medical
Center also draws people to the downtown area who can support both
related businesses (a drug store, for example) and other types of retail
and service businesses. The strength of the medical center as an
employer and regional draw create opportunities for redevelopment
that builds on this asset.
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Figure 10. Parcel Ownership
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Figure 11. MRA Business License Types
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Figure 12. Downtown Businesses w/Feature Identification Numbers
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XI. Market Analysis
A.

Real Estate Market Overview

Strategy 5, the real estate market specialist on the project team,
conducted initial market analyses for three development types. These
include an analysis of the market for hospitality services (Civic Center
improvements and a downtown hotel), retail development and
residential development. These technical reports are available under
separate cover.
The market scans helped the consultant team, staff, and the
participants in focus groups and public meetings define the catalytic
projects that are described in more detail in Section X of this report.

1.

Hotel Market Scan

An overview of the Farmington hotel market was conducted in
September 2008. The purpose of this effort is to test the acceptance
and support for a new hotel in the downtown. Such a project would
have economic benefits such as property tax, sales tax, and visitor
spending. A downtown hotel would support the goal of enhancing
business at the Civic Center and would serve as a desirable amenity
for downtown.
The supply of hotels consists primarily of a lodging cluster located to
the east of downtown, although some other properties (primarily
older motels) exist elsewhere. Additional hotels are in the planning
process, although no details regarding these planned projects are
available. There are 1,563 existing hotel rooms within two miles of
the downtown. The lodging cluster to the east of downtown features
proximity to the Riverwalk, easy access to Broadway and Main Street,
and a supporting infrastructure of restaurants, shopping,
entertainment options and other traveler amenities.

The five higher end properties within the lodging cluster were
analyzed as a group with respect to operational benchmarks and
history. These properties were selected to coincide with the
approximate quality threshold set for a new downtown facility by the
project team. Results of this analysis are positive, particularly in
terms of occupancy, overall demand and increasing revenue per
available room. The strength of the Farmington/San Juan County
economic base is expected to remain resilient, even in the face of the
current recessionary trend.
The Civic Center can serve as an important room-night demand
generator for a proximal or functionally integrated “headquarters”
hotel. The Civic Center had nearly 140,000 attendees in FY 2007,
hosted at more than 2,000 events. While the number of overnight
visitors is not broken out in the data that the Civic Center tracks, if
only 10% of visitors stayed overnight at an average of two nights, this
would represent 28,000 room nights. At an 80% occupancy rate, the
Civic Center would generate sufficient market/demand support for a
95 room hotel.

2.

Retail Market

Data regarding downtown Farmington’s retail market were gathered
from primary and secondary data, including local documents and
interviews, market studies prepared by the Bureau of Business and
Economic Research at UNM, the US Census of Retail Trade, state
sales tax reports, and demographic data purchased from Claritas, Inc
and Global Insight. Data are organized on the basis of three market
areas: a local market area within a five mile, a 50-mile and a 100-mile
radius.
Within the trade areas, data include current retail sales estimates and
potential demand for products and services based on the number of
households and their characteristics.
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The purpose of the analysis is to compare supply and demand to
determine potential sources of revenue growth – where household
expenditures are greater than the sales within the area. We can also
identify areas where sales estimates are higher than what would be
expected based on estimated household expenditures. In this case,
local retailers are attracting customers from other areas.
The retail analysis shows that within the five mile radius, retail sales
are $1.42 billion compared to a total demand within the five miles of
$677.3 million. The resulting retail surplus is $744.05 million. On
the positive side, this information shows that Farmington pulls in
shoppers from distances beyond the immediate area. The MRA could
take advantage of this by developing projects that appeal to regional
shoppers. On the negative side, most retail categories are well served
by existing stores. Opportunities for expansion of additional
traditional retail stores may be limited.
Two major exceptions to the surplus characteristics within the five
mile ring are in the food and beverage category: grocery stores; beer,
wine and liquor stores; and specialty food stores. Residents within
five miles of downtown are underserved by these types of stores. At
the kickoff meetings, participants made it clear that package liquor
stores are not a desirable addition to the area’s retail sector.
Within the 50-mile radius, the overall supply outstrips demand by
almost $600 million ($2.87 billion in consumer expenditures - $3.7
billion in sales). However, some key opportunity gaps do exist that
should be analyzed further:







Furniture and Home Furnishings - $25.5 million
Electronics and Appliance Stores - $13.1 million
Food and Beverage Stores - $72.2 million
Health and Personal Care - $64.1 million
Clothing and Clothing Accessories - $43.5 million
Non-Store Retailers - $67 million
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Within 100 miles of downtown Farmington other retail centers such
as those located in Gallup, New Mexico and Telluride, Colorado are
included in competitive markets. In this area demand is calculated at
$5.1 billion, while supply is calculated at about $5.3 billion.
Interestingly, the opportunity gaps that appear are generally
consistent with those within the 5 mile and 50 mile radii. For
example, the following key gaps are shown:







Furniture and Home Furnishings - $59.1 million
Electronics and Appliance Stores - $29.6 million
Food and Beverage Stores - $105.4 million
Health and Personal Care - $115.4 million
Clothing and Clothing Accessories - $27 million
Non-Store Retailers - $113.6 million

The essential finding of the retail analysis associated with the Claritas
data is that the area within 100 miles of Farmington is “over-retailed”.
The analysis shows a surplus (supply exceeding demand) in each of
the trade areas, except for the opportunity gaps noted above. The
aggregate surplus in total retail sales in each of the rings is as follows:




5 miles
50 miles
100 miles

$744,050,866
$596,318,354
$208,291,218

Any proposed retail projects within the MRA should view the
opportunity gaps as the most likely merchandise lines for yielding
success, although location, access, orientation to other projects, and
other elements of the “supply pull” market dynamic will have to be
thoroughly evaluated.
Based on the data and analysis summarized herein, and the feasibility
caveats noted in the above paragraph, three merchandise lines
probably represent the best opportunities for successful retail
development within the MRA:
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Grocery Stores – Particularly if substantial amounts of additional
downtown housing is part of the MRA plan. Even though the
Safeway and Wal-Mart lie within the five mile area, additional
grocery sales could be supported. This could be accomplished
through specialty grocers, an enhanced Safeway, or other small
scale food stores.



Non-Store Retailers – Small businesses that utilize on-line
shopping and other Internet-based market capture strategies,
which are less dependent on local and/or regional population
base could benefit from this niche.



Health and Personal Care Stores – Particularly if the MRA
residential base is grown and/or the San Juan Regional Medical
Center continues to expand – possibly incorporating a retail
component into its growth strategy.

3.

Housing Market

Successful downtown revitalization efforts in the U.S. over the last 20
years have almost invariably included significant additions to the
residential base in these areas. Downtowns have evolved from places
to work and purchase essential consumer goods to places to live, work
and be entertained. This trend has been well documented by
organizations like the Urban Land Institute, International Downtown
Association, and the International Economic Development Council.
The Farmington MRA Plan and its successful implementation will
likely include an important series of recommendations and action
steps pertaining to additional housing in the downtown area.
According to the San Juan County Partnership and the U.S. Census
Bureau, the Farmington and San Juan County housing market is
characterized by single family homes (57.5%) and mobile homes
(32.5%), with a relatively small percentage (9.4%) associated with
duplex or multi-family structures. Home ownership in San Juan

County is high - nearly 74% - compared with the national rate of
approximately 67%.
The 2008 San Juan County Needs Assessment identified affordable
housing as the leading community concern. This went hand-in-hand
with the expressed need for affordable RENTAL housing. While
affordable housing and rental housing are critical to the health and
well being of the overall community, and they must play a role in the
MRA Plan, market-rate housing, mixed-income housing, and a variety
of styles and price points will also be important components of a
successful redevelopment strategy.
The overall housing market in San Juan County is positive, with
population growth exceeding the increase in housing units. However,
the impact of the national housing market crash, insolvency of
financial institutions, and other stresses on the U.S. economy as they
relate to housing development potential in the MRA is unclear at this
time.
An analysis of housing potential in the MRA reveals no comparable
projects on which to base pricing levels, absorption rates, or other
assumptions about how housing in the MRA will perform. Projects
related to the needs of professionals and staff associated with the San
Juan Regional Medical Center, desirable locations in the MRA and/or
oriented to the Riverwalk, and other specific local housing needs have
the greatest chance of success, particularly in the early phases of
redevelopment. Placed within the context of the MRA plan, new
housing will need to contribute to the synergy and energy associated
with more people living in downtown Farmington. A larger
residential base will provide demand for restaurants, stores, and
entertainment and play a key role in perceptions of security and
downtown as a vibrant neighborhood. Additional residential
development projects can also serve to knit existing neighborhoods
into the fabric of the larger downtown area (MRA) and contribute to
the “sense of place” that successful revitalization efforts eventually
achieve.
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B.

Market and Financial Feasibility Findings

In order to guide development recommendations for catalyst projects
and future private investment within the MRA; Sites Southwest and
Strategy 5 LLC conducted a sector-based market analysis and a series
of financial feasibility assessments. Specifically, these analyses
focused on the demographic and economic potential of the market
area, and support for retail, hotel, housing and office development.
The team approached the market analysis and feasibility from both a
demographic perspective using projections and from a real world-real
people method looking at the market’s role in the MRA, possible
project locations, and interviews with people familiar with the
Farmington real estate market. The analysis focused on presenting an
accurate picture for projects that could be developed in the first phase
of implementation (the next 4-7 years) in the MRA.
1.












Key Findings and Observations
There are several positive demographic and economic factors
which will affect future development viability in the MRA,
principally slow, but steady population growth (currently 126,000
in San Juan County – projected to be 145,000 by 2020); and a
varied employment base in government, education, and the
energy industry.
Negative characteristics affecting the MRA include: the outflow of
private investment in commercial, office, residential and other
sectors to the east and north areas of Farmington; and moderate
income levels and associated limitations on expenditure potential.
The MRA must take advantage of the “supply-pull” economic
dynamic in which the unique nature of projects allows them to
draw expenditures from a wide area, as opposed to the “demandpush” dynamic which sustains projects through strong local
unsatisfied need.
Successful development of projects within the MRA will be highly
sensitive to location, particularly in the near term. Assistance with
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land assembly, infrastructure improvements, provision of
incentives, and a coordinated developer/investor solicitation
effort will be needed to overcome weaknesses in the market and
the existing environment.
The Retail Market Power Opportunity/Gap Analysis showed that
Farmington currently has more retail than it needs; with total
supply outstripping demand in most consumer goods categories
by more than 50% in some cases. This held true for analysis
conducted within 5-mile, 50-mile, and 100 mile radii. However,
opportunity gaps appeared within the categories of grocery stores
(food and beverage); non-store retailers (Internet/mail order);
and, health and personal care stores.
Financial feasibility analysis conducted for a potential retail
project found that retail nodes included in mixed-use
developments helped spread investment risk and could include a
variety of niche businesses; and, there was clear potential for a
“super pharmacy” that could be located in proximity to the San
Juan Regional Medical Center and could include grocery and
other items serving the employee population (1,400) and the
community at large. Other retail including restaurants, service
retail, etc. were found to be supportable as part of a larger
commercial center that included the pharmacy.
The hotel market analysis yielded very positive results predicated
on the performance of the Farmington hotel cluster. As of 2007
(most recent data available) all industry indicators are increasing
within the five properties analyzed as a group in the study. These
included: Occupancy – 72%; Average Daily Rate (ADR) – $77.67;
Revenue Per Available Room (RevPAR) - $55.93; Supply –
189,727; Demand – 136,622 room nights sold; and, Total Revenue
$10.61 million.
The analysis evaluated a key potential linkage between a new
hotel project in the MRA and location in proximity to the
Farmington Civic Center which had 140,000 attendees in 2007
hosted in more than 2000 events. An illustration was made that if
10% of these visitors stayed overnight, and each stayed an average
of two nights, this would represent 28,000 room nights sold. This
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represents an 80% occupancy rate for a 95 room hotel. Financial
feasibility analysis conducted for a proto-typical 100 room hotel
located next to the Civic Center yielded positive results.
It is clear that attracting residents to the MRA over time is an
important element of the redevelopment strategy. However,
treatment of the housing market analysis was limited to: a
discussion of the San Juan County Needs Assessment’s findings
regarding the need for affordable housing; the team’s extensive
review of existing housing stock conditions; and evaluation of
overall housing market trends in the area which is in decline in
Farmington as it is elsewhere in the country.
Depending on location, orientation toward future development,
land assembly, incentives and other variables included, housing
concepts types that were found to be generally feasible are:
affordable, workforce, market-rate condominiums and
apartments, upper-floor conversions, live-work, and other
hybrids. Due to the following factors affecting the potential for
residential development in the MRA, feasibility for a specific
project type was not projected:








The MRA is a unique subset of a much larger market area and
may not respond as elsewhere
Economic trends and characteristics of the larger area may
not apply to the MRA
Development potential is highly sensitive to location
Priorities set by the MRA Board and the schedule for
implementation of public improvements will affect the
optimal timing of private and public-private projects.
Trends in the national and western regional housing market
Local and/or regional trends in the energy industry and other
economic base employers in Farmington.





The office market and its main future potential are characterized
by the demand for professional space. This would include space
leased by doctors, lawyers, accountants, engineers, real estate
professionals, etc. Demand for this type of space is clearly
demonstrated by needs expressed by the San Juan Regional
Medical Center. Additional demand would be expected to accrue
as the downtown and surrounding area improve under the MRA.
Much of the professional office demand might best be
accommodated in mixed use projects which tested well in a
feasibility analysis conducted for a catalyst project of this type.
The fact that downtown Farmington has remained a banking
center is considered a positive to build on.
There could be two notable exceptions to the office market
findings summarized above: They are a Class “A” office park
included in a master-planned project oriented to the Animas
River; and the development of a major corporate, governmental,
or institutional building to accommodate an energy company,
Federal courthouse, or additional college/university facility.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that if sufficient dedicated parking
were provided, these projects could be attracted to the MRA.

Individual detailed Technical Memoranda covering each element of
the overall market analysis are included in a Technical Appendix
under separate cover.
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XII. Goals, Objectives & Actions
A.



Design-Based Objectives


Goals and Objectives



The goals and objectives for the Farmington MRA are grouped into
three categories as defined by the districts; Downtown Core, Civic
Center Neighborhood and Animas District and under each of those
categories as either economic or design based.



1.



Downtown Goal:



Revitalize Downtown Farmington by creating a visual and
functional identity as the heart of the Four Corners area, with
streetscape improvements, adaptive reuse of older buildings in a
shopping park environment, with residential uses, encouraged by
incentives for redevelopment.




Economic-based Objectives






Objective 1. Upgrade infrastructure to support economic
development.
Objective 2. Attract public and private investment to key
opportunity sites and locations.
Objective 3. Capitalize on the tourist and retail customers
who already are drawn to such nearby attractions in the Four
Corners Area such as Chaco Canyon, Navajo Reservoir, and
the Four Corners Monument and in Farmington proper;
attractions along the river such as Boyd Park, Berg Park and
Animas Park.
Objective 4. Reduce crime in the Downtown Core.



2.

Objective 1. Encourage private property owners to
maintain and improve the condition and appearance of their
properties.
Objective 2. Encourage private property owners to utilize
downtown storefront properties for businesses or living space
or to sell or lease the properties so they can be so utilized.
Objective 3. Make streetscape and other physical
improvements in the public right-of-way so it is more
pedestrian friendly.
Objective 4. Improve design conditions in the Downtown Core
without imposing hardships on business and property owners.
Objective 5. Encourage appropriate renovations of historic
properties – contributing buildings – and new construction within
the Downtown Historic District. The Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties, contained in
Appendix C, provide guidance for renovations and new
construction within the historic district.
Objective 6. Create a compatible theme for street furnishings,
streetscape improvements, and public signage within the
downtown.
Objective 7. If more detailed guidance is desired for façade
renovations and new construction in downtown, develop design
guidelines as an overlay to existing MU zoning.
Civic Center Neighborhood Goal:

Preserve the neighborhood character by protecting existing
structures, improving infrastructure and minimizing the impact of
the Civic Center expansion.


Economic-based Objectives


Objective 1. Achieve a more sustainable mix of land uses,
including market-rate housing and neighborhood-serving
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public and institutional uses and facilities to support the Civic
Center.
Objective 2. Increase the number of live-work properties
within the district.
Objective 3. Increase the number of jobs in the MRA.



Design-Based Objectives




3.



Objective 1. Strengthen visual and pedestrian linkages
from the Civic Center to Downtown and the River.
Objective 2. Create appropriate design themes for specific
opportunity sites.
Objective 3. Strengthen the historic appeal of the district
by establishing a design overlay district.
Animas District Goal:





Design-Based Objectives


Redevelop the Animas District as a mixed-use development with
new types of affordable housing, expanded medical and cultural
facilities linking Downtown to the Riverwalk.


Economic-based Objectives







Objective 1. Upgrade infrastructure to support economic
development.
Objective 2. Attract public and private investment to key
opportunity sites and locations.
Objective 3. Relocate storage tanks and equipment from
the district. Establish an industrial park outside the district
but within the City that is a suitable location for these types of
industrial uses. Provide incentives and opportunities for
relocation of the industrial uses in the Animas District.
Objective 4. Identify brownfield sites and procure funding
for remediation thereof.
Objective 5. Reduce crime by cleaning out the areas near
the river
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Objective 6. Achieve a more sustainable mix of land uses
once the area is remediated including market-rate housing
and neighborhood-serving public and institutional uses (for
example, a library, government offices, Regional
headquarters for Energy Industry, or major entertainment
center).
Objective 7. Celebrate the Animas District’s proximity to
the Riverwalk through expansion and improvements to open
space amenities and better, more visible connections to the
river.
Objective 8. Make maximum opportunities for
entrepreneurs to take advantage of the Riverwalk through the
powers granted by the Metropolitan Redevelopment Code.









Objective 1. Encourage private property owners to
maintain and improve the condition and appearance of their
properties.
Objective 2. Make streetscape and other physical
improvements in the public right-of-way so it is more
pedestrian friendly.
Objective 3. Improve design conditions in the district
without imposing hardships on business and property
owners.
Objective 4. Strengthen visual and pedestrian linkages
between Civic Center and the River and through the
downtown core.
Objective 5. Create appropriate design themes for specific
opportunity sites.
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XIII.

Catalyst Projects

B.
1.

A.

Introduction and Methodology

The Farmington Comprehensive Plan identified a wide range of
projects that would help revitalize the downtown neighborhoods.
These projects include public investments in gateways and signage,
streetscape improvements, improvements to public buildings, and
regulatory changes. In addition, the plan identifies desirable new
development types for the downtown neighborhoods.
The Sites Southwest team working closely with the MRA Board, City
of Farmington, and the community at large, has identified a series of
five catalyst public/private development projects that will serve as
focal points for the many synergistic elements of the Metropolitan
Redevelopment Area Plan. These projects will be primarily private
development, with incentives through the MRA. The multidisciplinary process which has led to these project recommendations
included extensive site and land use analysis, market analysis, public
outreach, and financial feasibility analyses. The catalyst projects in
this section are presented in the context of five Development
Opportunity Areas identified through the public workshops and
interviews. Each of the potential redevelopment areas may contain
one or more component projects. These are presented in summary
form here, with additional detail provided in a separate Technical
Appendix. .

Potential Redevelopment Projects
Development Opportunity Area 1 – Animas Riverfront

This area represents the largest geographic opportunity of all the
catalyst projects, has the greatest potential for transforming the MRA
district over time. It leverages the critical advantage of the river with
its attendant parks, trails and naturally enticing environment. The
team has consciously worked to merge this aspect of the MRA Plan
with Riverine Plan prepared for the City in 1990. Much of this plan
has been implemented and the development suggested herein will
serve to enhance, enliven, and further improve access and enjoyment
of the Riverine Park area.
The positive influence the river area, once remediated, will have on
market demand, developer interest, and long-term sustainability of
projects summarized below cannot be underestimated. Every effort
during implementation of the MRA Plan should be made to maximize
this critical advantage.

Public investment in downtown’s infrastructure and buildings is as
important to the success of the MRA as the private investment noted
in the redevelopment projects. The Comprehensive Plan includes
recommendations for public projects. The highest priority public
improvements and capital projects are identified in section C of this
chapter.
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Specific Development Projects
This area will host a master-planned urban village in the southern
quadrant that can include but not be limited to the following:






Mixed-use components - retail and office
Residential - market rate single family detached homes,
condominiums, townhouses, apartments
Office – Class “A” park
Lodging/Hospitality – hotel and meeting space
Restaurants and entertainment

The introduction of additional housing into the MRA is clearly an
important part of the overall redevelopment success. The needs of the
community have been demonstrated in the realm of affordable
housing as per the San Juan County Needs Assessment. Typically
“affordable” housing is designed to meet the needs of families with
incomes less than 120 percent of the area median, but the definition
of affordable varies by program. It is extremely important that
housing for a mix of income levels, including a substantial percentage
of market rate housing, be provided. Furthermore, quality design
would attract buyers or renters at any income level. The Sawmill
Land Trust in Albuquerque, which has developed a range of housing
options on a site less than eight acres, made community and unit
design high priorities from the beginning. This attention to quality is
likely the most significant factor in the neighborhood’s ability to
attract families with a wide range of incomes.

may begin to reverse this trend over the next couple of years. The
efforts of the MRA Board are well placed and improvements to the
downtown environment will have a significant positive effect on the
demand for housing there.
The mixed-income housing prototype characterized in the financial
feasibility analysis reveals a significant gap between total supportable
funds and project cost (approximately $4 million). This equates with
a negative residual land value, and points to the fact that such a
project, while desirable in the context of the overall MRA
redevelopment strategy, will require significant public-sector
subsidies in the form of grants, low-interest loans, tax incentives, and
other resources available through the MRA designation. Market rate
housing, with a higher average sales price or lease rate, would not
require these subsidies.
Potential public infrastructure projects in the Animas District include
pedestrian improvements, notably completion of the Riverwalk
connecting the Animas District to the remainder of Farmington’s
system of river trails east of Miller.

The ability of well-planned communities located close to amenities
(such as the Animas River, arts and entertainment venue, and major
employers) can grow new markets and exceed demand and price
thresholds that a traditional market analysis would indicate. This has
been proven many times nationally.
The current decline of the national residential market, crisis in the
financial and credit markets, etc. will have a negative effect on the
Farmington market for some time. The new economic stimulus bill
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Figure 13 Pueblo, Colorado
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Development of the waterfront, including recreational amenities such
as a whitewater rafting course could be the catalyst for related retail
and entertainment development, As with the Riverwalk development
to date, a whitewater park has the potential to attract private and nonprofit funding. Urban whitewater parks are common in the U.S. Over
40 such parks have been developed since 1974. Other cities
comparable to Farmington in population and /or characteristics of
their urban river reach have experienced local economic activity from
relatively little public investment. Examples include Golden,
Colorado and Dayton, Ohio. These riverfront whitewater parks cost
approximately $200,000 and $500,000-$800,000, respectively.
Golden estimates that revenues from the whitewater development
amount to 1.4 million annually. At the other extreme, Reno, Nevada
opted for a world-class whitewater expedition park at the cost of $1.5
million.

make sure that the A-LP will not impact the recreational use of the
river.
The Riverine Corridor Plan (1990) refers to this area as the Lower
Downtown Riverfront. The flows through the lower downtown
riverfront are better than upstream areas, and the area contains a
good gradient that is sought after for whitewater parks. The City has
purchased the land necessary to develop the area. Boyd Park lies to
the west of the Downtown Riverfront area and currently has a boat
landing. A Class II whitewater play area has been developed at
Veteran’s Memorial Park. The Outdoor Leadership and Recreation
Program at San Juan College ties well to additional river recreation
improvements, and the Animas through Farmington is already known
and promoted on regional and national kayaking and rafting web
sites. Special events, such as Riverfest, also help promote this type of
recreational use of the river.

Farmington has advantages over other similar whitewater play areas
in the region according to Gary Lacy, a hydrological engineer who has
designed more than 80 whitewater parks and related improvements,
including many in the Rocky Mountain region. Mr. Lacy worked on
the Rocky Reach Rapid project, which was built for less than
$100,000 in Farmington nearly ten years ago. The confluence of three
rivers in the area is just one advantage. Farmington’s warmer climate
extends the whitewater season beyond that in Durango and other
Colorado communities. The flows in the Animas are generally higher
for a longer time period and the gradient in the Lower Downtown
Riverfront makes it possible to build drops fairly inexpensively. For
around one million dollars, Farmington could clean up the riverfront,
install drops, pools and gates for rafters and kayakers to play in and
build spectator areas and landscaping. For significantly less, taking
advantage of private donations, the City could build a smaller run.
The Animas-La Plata Project, which began pumping water from the
Animas River for upstream storage, may impact the flow in the river
to some degree, but downstream flows are one of the criteria for
allowable pumping. The effect on the Animas can be monitored to

Figure 14. Pueblo Whitewater Park Under Construction
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In the far north quadrant of the Animas District, there are
opportunities for the following:



2.

Mixed-use – retail and office
Restaurants and entertainment
Residential – market rate
Development Opportunity Area 2 - Civic Center

This area is critically important as both a development site, and as a
linkage to both the civic center neighborhood and to the historic
downtown. In addition, it represents a development site that can be
utilized to ensure and enhance the long-term operational viability of
the Farmington Civic Center – an important component in the future
of the MRA. This facility serves to attract out-of-town visitors (and the
spending of those visitors in the local economy) and represents a key
community support amenity as well.
Specific Development Projects
While this area offers a limited number of development pads, the
team’s analysis indicated that sufficient locations exist close to the
Civic Center that may include the following:


Hotel – A hotel that is either functionally integrated with or
located in close proximity to the Farmington Civic Center has
passed threshold tests conducted by the team’s feasibility
analysis. Room night sales will have a foundation of support
based on demand generated by the Civic Center, but the facility
may cater to business travelers, tourists and other visitors. The
hotel and the Civic Center will have a symbiotic relationship –
each benefiting from the other’s presence.
Based on the requirements of similar hotels shown in Table 2, the
site will vary in size from one acre to three acres, and the
structure will be three to six stories. Most hotels have over 100
rooms, but a smaller facility is possible. All of the examples below
have surface parking and are suburban in character. A more
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urban hotel, which will likely exceed current zoning height
regulations, could fit a smaller footprint.
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Table 2. Hotel Site Characteristics

Hotel

Location

No.
Stories

No.
Rooms

Site Size

Hawthorne
Suites

ABQ Airport

4

104

2.3 ac.

Holiday Inn
Express

ABQ Midtown

6

122

3.0 ac.

Holiday Inn
Express

ABQ N-I25

3

62

0.96 ac.

Hyatt Place

ABQ
Uptown

6

128

2.0 ac.

Hyatt Place

ABQ Airport

6

128

2.3 ac.

Towne Place
Suites

ABQ Airport

4

108

2.1 ac.

Holiday Inn
Express

Farmington

3

100

2.0 ac
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The financial feasibility analysis conducted for a prototypical hotel
project in the Farmington MRA (Technical Memorandum 5, provided
under separate cover) indicates that such a development could be
profitable. In order to achieve the required thresholds of occupancy
and average daily room rates however, it is likely the project would
have to fulfill several caveats. These could include, but not be limited
to, the following:


A hotel project as depicted in the analysis would probably have to
benefit from the synergistic support of a demand driver such as
the Farmington Civic Center or the San Juan Regional Medical
Center. Alternatively a new hotel might also flourish in the midst
of a large, master planned community – particularly if it included
a large scale office component. If this community (and the hotel)
were located in proximity to the Animas River, the feasibility of a
hotel project located therein would be enhanced accordingly.



The hotel project and other catalyst undertaking may not only
benefit from the powers of the MRA Board, but may require use
of these powers to reach thresholds of financial feasibility.
Assistance in acquiring and assembling land, bond financing,
reductions in taxes or fees, provision of parking, use of tax
increment financing, a streamlined development approvals
process and other assistance may prove invaluable in attracting a
private developer and inducing project implementation to occur.



Restaurant/Retail – There may also be an opportunity for a
small amount of restaurant and or retail space in this
Development Opportunity Area, located on the hotel site and/or
nearby.
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3.

Development Opportunity Area 3 – San Juan Regional
Medical Center

This area represents a key leveraging opportunity for the MRA
because it already hosts a facility with 1,400 employees, and serves
thousands of visitors each year. As such it is one of the few true
demand drivers in the district - a significant one. In addition, there
are combinations of available land parcels, some owned by the
Medical Center and some owned by others that could accommodate
significant specific development projects. There is a willingness on the
part of San Juan Regional Medical Center to be a strategic partner in
launching catalyst projects. This partnership greatly enhances the
feasibility environment for suggested projects.

Colorful Retail Center anchors the corner
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Office/Retail Building in convenient location

Specific Development Projects
This area can host a variety of projects which will benefit from
synergy with the Center and can represent some of the early signature
projects for the MRA – setting the tone for quality, style, design, and
creativity. For example, this area could be a good location to showcase “green building” or LEEDs certified construction which in turn
could establish a meaningful trend for the district. The three
development projects types summarized below could be developed in
a single, well designed center that goes on one site and benefits from a
critical mass of activities offered. Projects which this area could
include are:


Super-Pharmacy – In addition to being an output of the
market analysis, the Center has expressed a current need for an
out-patient pharmacy within walking distance. This facility would
be capable of issuing discharge drugs, serving the patient
employee and professional base, and the community at large.
Modern large pharmacies also offer some food and beverage
items, household goods, etc. These were identified as
“opportunity gaps” in the team’s analysis. Ancillary service
businesses such as durable medical equipment could be co-



located with the pharmacy. The pharmacy would be a private
venture that takes advantage of proximity to the Medical Center.
Office – According to officials, there is a demonstrated demand
for additional professional office space associated with activities
at San Juan Regional Medical Center – especially in the area of
pediatric care. Ancillary medical professions such as physical
therapy, speech therapy and occupational therapy, as well as
other support services would benefit from proximity to the
Medical Center for convenience of professionals and clients alike.
Support Restaurants/Retail – The 1,400 employees and
others associated with the Center would be well served by
additional cafés delicatessens, restaurants, service retail, and
other stores within walking distance. As the Medical Center
expands and other professional offices are located nearby, the
demand will rise for restaurants, delicatessens and shops from the
workforce, patients and visitors.
Housing/Residential – As part of the overall strategy to attract
additional residents to the MRA, a housing project developed in
proximity to the Medical Center would be an excellent component
to develop in an early phase. Feasibility is enhanced by virtue of
the Center and the needs of its employees, but would not
necessarily be limited to serving this demand source. Sub-types of
housing which could be included in his project include:
Workforce housing; Market-rate apartments; Marketrate condos; Live-work space. The housing catalyst project
could be a mixed community of market rate single-family homes,
patio homes or townhouses, and small apartment units. It could
include a small percentage of homes that are rental properties
while maintaining a sense of stability and community through the
larger percentage of owner-occupied homes. Financial projections
for a residential prototype of mixed housing: rental and owned in
the affordable (80% of median income) and market rate price
range can be found in Technical Memorandum 7 – Housing
Concept Analysis, provided under separate cover.
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4.

14 Units per acre

Development Opportunity Area 4 – Historic Downtown
Gateway

This area offers infill development sites that, when taken as a whole,
could represent an iconic cluster of new buildings that will signal the
new vibrancy of Main Street. The proximity to the downtown area is
an added benefit of this opportunity area; employees can easily shop
during their lunch hour and/or visit restaurants. The Retail Market
Power (RMP) Opportunity/Gap Analysis showed clear opportunities
for health and personal care stores, non-store retailers (internet based
retail), and food and beverage stores including grocery stores (the
latter despite the existence of apparently struggling downtown
grocery stores). Some sites currently exist and others may need to be
assembled; together they may host such projects as the following:
Specific Development Projects


30 Units per acre



40 Units per acre
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Mixed-Use – A building that includes retail and/or restaurant
space on the first floor, and professional office space on the floors
above would be an excellent and supportable use in this area. A
mixed use project has the advantage of providing on-site services
such as restaurants or copy shops that serve as amenities for
building tenants. The feasibility of a mixed use project depends
upon the size, configuration, market orientation and other factors
that may influence the project; however, the projections show that
there is the potential to generate over one million dollars
annually.
Office – Aside from a mixed-use building, a pure office project
may also be accommodated in this area. Either a multi-tenant
building and/or a small corporate headquarters-type building
would add to a desirable mix here. Either private industry or the
regional headquarters for a governmental agency are possible
tenants for an office project. An incentive in the form of reduced
off-street parking requirements with public parking dedicated for
employees could entice possible tenants.
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Las Terrazas, a 72 unit mixed income project proposed for this area
has been approved for low income housing tax credits. This project
will have 60 affordable units and 12 market rate units. This project
can set the standard for future development west of the Medical
Center, making the area attractive for future housing development.
While a component of affordable housing might create a draw to the
area, it is important to create a mixed income neighborhood that will
support a significant percentage of market rate units.
In the short term, rental housing can create a residential nucleus
more easily than for sale housing, which might be perceived as risky
in a new neighborhood like this one. However, over time, the area is
large enough to support a mix of housing types and prices and should
include both rental and ownership opportunities.
Specific Development Projects
5.

Development Opportunity Area 5 – West of the Medical
Center

As a location, the opportunity area west of the Medical Center would
best be suited to the following types of projects:

This area is attractive as a development site primarily because of the
relatively large contiguous land bay, and because of its relative
proximity to the San Juan Regional Medical Center. There may be
some drainage issues on this site; however these can be mitigated
through any number of engineering solutions, possibly even yielding
opportunities such as a greenways and riparian habitat, which would
be an attractive addition to the MRA landscape.
The project model could be that of a master planned “urban village”
that incorporates housing, some commercial uses and open space.
The Technical Memoranda on Housing that provide the feasibility and
ten year projections can be found in the Appendix.



Housing/Residential – A mix of housing types might be
accommodated here including affordable, workforce, market-rate
apartments/condos, and a range of adult or senior living
opportunities. As part of the overall strategy to attract additional
residents to the MRA, a housing project developed in this
opportunity area would be an excellent component to develop in
an early phase. Feasibility is enhanced by virtue of the proximity
to the Medical Center and the needs of its employees, but would
not necessarily be limited to them.
Retail/Commercial – The area’s orientation on the north
toward Broadway (US 64) lends itself to a commercial node at the
end of the site. This could include consumer and service retail
with residents on the site, but also benefit from the access
afforded from Broadway.
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C.

1.

Public Improvements/Capital Projects

Roadway Improvements

Figure 17. Connections and Transportation Infrastructure shows
major transportation infrastructure, including roadways, pedestrian
routes and bikeways. The locations of existing public parking lots and
a five minute walking distance (500’ radius) are shown.

to maintain two-way traffic flow on both streets, as shown in
Figure 15.
Roadway improvements would be completed in conjunction with
replacement of other infrastructure in Main Street and can be
accomplished within the existing street right of way. Further
study to evaluate impacts and specific design will be needed
before any change to Broadway or Main Street

Specific Projects


Main Street Improvements – The Comprhensive Plan noted
the need to recreate an identity or sense of place in Downtown
Farmington, emphasizing the historic heritage of downtown and a
pleasant place for pedestrians. While the City has invested in
streetscape improvements, the need for further public investment
in the downtown environment was reiterated at meetings for the
MRA plan.
The concept is to modify Main Street between Miller and Auburn
to increase on-street parking and slow traffic through the Main
Street area. The concept shown in Figure 16 would reduce traffic
lanes to one in each direction and include angled parking and
turn lanes with medians. The option would slow traffic on Main
Street and likely shift through traffic to Broadway.
If the City wishes to maintain optimum traffic flow through
downtown and provide similar streetscape and pedestrian
improvements to both Main Street and Broadway, the option
shown in the Comprhensive Plan proposes angled parking on one
side of both Main and Broadway with parallel parking on the
opposite side of each street. Two lanes of westbound traffic are
maintained on Main Street, and two lanes of eastbound traffic are
maintained on Broadway with one lane in the opposite direction
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Figure 15. Main Street and Broadway Roadway Improvements, Farmington
Comprehensive Plan
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Figure 16. Example of Possible Main Street Improvements

Cross Section

Plan View
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Figure 17. Connections and Transportation Infrastructure
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Dustin to Wall Connection – This long standing corridor has
been identified as an important north south link through the
eastern part of downtown. The need for this road connection is
still under discussion.
 Pros
Provides north-south connection through the MRA




2.

Cons
Separates public park and recreation facilities, including the
senior center facilities
Splits large contiguous City-owned property
Existing north-south connections exist at Butler and Auburn
Terminates at Main Street

Abandoned Service Station, Main and Miller. This
property, which has been looked at for completing the Dustin to
Wall connection south of Main Street has the potential to create
an identifiable gateway into the downtown, whether a portion of it
is dedicated to a roadway or not. The City should acquire this
property as part of its overall land acquisition strategy for the
MRA.
Regulatory Changes

The City’s Land Development Code is a well structured code.
However, there are a few concerns with the code itself and with the
zoning map that should be addressed, with adequate public
discussion, as soon as possible.
Civic Center Neighborhood – MU-RPO. In the Civic Center
neighborhood, the MU zone establishes a broad mix of residential and
commercial uses that are permitted. The Residential Preservation
Overlay was designed to facilitate conversion of the neighborhood’s
single family residential structures to non-residential use while
maintaining the historic physical character of the neighborhood.
However, by allowing the conversion of residential structures to nonresidential use, the code allows the soul of the neighborhood to be

lost. The ability to have a business in a home so close to downtown is
clearly an advantage. However this can be accomplished by allowing
a mix of uses but maintaining a minimum percentage of the total floor
area of current residences as residential. An allowable commercial
area of no more than 25% to 50% of the house provides the
homeowner with space for an office, small store or area for cottage
industry without causing the neighborhood to lose its residents.
Animas District - IND. The Animas District is currently zoned IND
(Industrial), which precludes all residential and many suitable retail
uses. The vision of a vibrant mixed use area cannot be accomplished
without a change in zone. This could be accomplished case by case as
development occurs, or the area could be rezoned with provisions for
existing uses to remain, perhaps treated as approved special uses.
Downtown and Civic Center. The current height restriction of 35 feet
will make a hotel development difficult since an urban hotel of the
size contemplated in this area is likely to be at least four stories in
height. The height restriction is also too limiting outside the historic
district where buildings of four to five stories may be desirable.
Other items that may pose a problem for the higher densities
appropriate for the Animas District include the minimum lot area for
residential development where small lot products such as patio homes
and higher density apartments may be appropriate as part of
residential subdivisions or mixed use projects.
The code as written encourages second story residential over a nonresidential use. This is a desirable building type for the MRA, but
other higher density residential product types should also be
encouraged.
If public parking can be provided in central locations, elimination of
the off-street parking requirement would be an incentive for retail and
office infill.
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3.

Green Infrastructure

The existing system of parks, the river, and the Civic Center provide
the foundation for the MRA’s green infrastructure. Figure 18 shows
the locations of these amenities and proposed enhancements to the
major pedestrian linkages between them. This network of streets with
pedestrian improvements will link the Animas, Downtown and Civic
Center neighborhoods and will improve the connection of downtown
to the river.
Specific Projects






Expansion of public open space at the Riverwalk area west of
Miller.
Complete the connection of the Animas area Riverwalk to the
east.
Development of a high quality whitewater park to provide a
focused recreational activity at Boyd Park to complement other
water recreation opportunities along Farmington’s rivers.
Streetscape and sidewalk improvements – These improvements
are intended to provide better north/south links between the
Animas, Downtown and Civic Center areas. These linkages will
be along existing roads and will entail public streetscapes and
possibly wider sidewalks to enhance pedestrian movement along
these corridors. Proposed linkages are:
 Orchard from the river to Orchard Park
 Behrend from Maple to the Civic Center.
 Maple from the medical center to Allen, providing a
connection from the medical center and the Behrend walkway
to the Riverwalk.
 Auburn from Pinon to Main Street
 Allen from Broadway to the Civic Center
 Potential walking route south of the municipal limits
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4.

Signage/Wayfinding/Branding

Graphic identity and signs were recommended in the Comprehensive
Plan, and mentioned again as appropriate project for the MRA. As
part of the roadway improvements, signage would help create a sense
of place, while directing visitors and residents to locations within the
MRA.
The City and MainStreet have placed signage along Broadway that
serves as branding and wayfinding. These signs don’t provide clear
information about how to navigate through downtown, identifying
key places, such as the Civic Center, Main Street retail and
restaurants, and similar places. The intent of the wayfinding and
branding effort is to supplement, and gradually replace, the existing
signage with more directional/informational signage.
The Comprehensive Plan suggests entry markers or “gateways that
would define the entrances to downtown. Suggestions include a
regional art monument, special lighting signage and other treatments
to highlight Downtown. In general, the gateway signage should be
distinctive, recalling the historic heritage of Farmington and of the
Downtown.

Specific Projects


Graphic Identity/Branding. The City has developed a logo for
downtown, which is used on welcome signs that serve as the
existing entry markers into Downtown. This logo should be
reviewed in the context of a comprehensive package of marketing
and promotional materials, the gateway signage and a wayfinding
system for the entire MRA.



Gateway signage. The proposed gateway signage would signal
to drivers that they are entering downtown. These signs would be
strategically placed at east and west Main Street and Broadway
entrances into the downtown. Potential locations are shown in
Figure 17.
Additional locations recommended in the Comprehensive Plan
are at Murray and Auburn and Murray and Miller, directing
travelers from Murray into Downtown.
Suggestions for gateway signage in the Comprehensive Plan
included taking advantage of the dramatic topography at the
eastern entrance into downtown at Main and Court to identify the
beginning of downtown.
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Wayfinding – Wayfinding is a system of visual cues that helps
people orient to and navigate through a place. Although not
strictly signage, wayfinding elements in the MRA might include
the gateways, directional signage, informational signs, maps,
landmarks and other environmental cues to complement the
existing identity signage.
Examples of directional signage include signs that would point
visitors to the Civic Center and entertainment venues, signs that
identify downtown shopping and eating establishments, and an
overall “you are here” map that shows where these activities are
located within the downtown.
Cities have used pavement markers as a means to add graphic
interest and as an effective way to direct visitors within the
downtown.
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D.

Potential Catalytic Project Areas

The catalytic projects do not have specific sites at this point, although
there are location advantages for each related to proximity and
accessibility to existing assets in the MRA. The following section
describes an overall infill strategy and potential land use concepts for
the MRA.
1.

Infill Potential

public and not-profit services can take advantage of the proximity to
those services. Areas to the west adjacent to the medical center can
benefit from proximity to the employees, visitors and services of the
medical center.
In the Animas District, there is the potential to take advantage of
brownfields funding if properties have been impacted by
environmental degradation associated with prior uses.
2.

Land Use District Concept 1

Areas with the greatest potential for infill projects are shown in Figure
19. These include scattered sites in the Civic Center Neighborhood,
several locations in the Animas District, and a large parcel west of San
Juan Regional Medical Center.

Land Use Concept 1 (Figure 15), shows the general locations for five
development opportunity areas and associated catalyst projects.
While specific sites have not been identified, the concept shows
potential uses for vacant and underutilized properties and buildings.

The appropriate infill varies by area.

1.

Within the Civic Center Neighborhood, there is potential for small
scale residential infill that is compatible with the scale of existing
residential structures. Opportunities adjacent to the Civic Center
include a hotel, parking and small scale commercial development.
Generally, non-residential development associated with the Civic
Center should be located south of La Plata and immediately adjacent
to the Civic Center to prevent commercial encroachment into
residential areas.
The Main Street district, which comprises the downtown core, is fully
built out. However, vacant storefronts, vacant second stories, and
buildings used as storage provide an opportunity for additional
downtown businesses. Larger parcels west of the downtown core are
not vacant, but large parking lots may provide an opportunity for infill
where such a large amount of surface parking is not needed.
The Animas District has several areas with distinctive characteristics
that can serve as the foundation for several infill project types.
Properties adjacent to the river can take advantage of the open space
and trail opportunities in that location. Blocks closer to existing

Area 1, which encompasses the southeastern portion of the
Animas District, is shown as a mixed density/mixed use
residential area with convenience non-residential uses such as
small retail and service businesses.

2. Area 2 is the area immediately adjacent to the Civic Center,
suitable for a downtown hotel and supporting retail, restaurant
and service uses. Because land in this area is so limited, there
may be an eventual need for structured parking. Increased
activity in this location ties directly to the downtown core, and
uses related to the Civic Center should be kept towards downtown
and away from the residential areas of the Civic Center
Neighborhood.
3. Portions of the medical center property and adjacent properties
outside of the medical center property are suitable locations for
moderate to higher density housing targeted to hospital
employees and for retail and office uses to serve visitors to the
medical center.
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4. The “gateway” eastern entrance into downtown provides an
opportunity for infill mixed use and office development on vacant
parcels.



Outdoor Amphitheater/Sports and Recreation Complex.
There is adequate City-owned and underutilized land to
accommodate a sports, recreation and entertainment complex
adjacent to the river. Activities mentioned for such a facility
would include major public events, sports events (the sports
complex could be a stadium for semi-pro football) and
tournaments.



Whitewater Park. One of Farmington’s greatest untapped
potential for redevelopment is its riverfront south of
downtown. Recently, other cities have turned to their rivers
as avenues for downtown economic development. Cities very
similar to Farmington have realized the economic benefits
from cleaning up their rivers as a source of pride, and to
provide places not only for residents, but also as an
opportunity to attract outdoor recreation enthusiasts.

5. The large vacant property to the west of the medical center
provides an opportunity for relatively large scale development,
including residential and commercial, with the potential for green
space associated with drainage solutions for the property.
3.

Land Use District Concept 2

A second land use concept reflects the potential long term for a larger
convention center and hotel and large outdoor recreational complex
in the Animas District in and adjacent to Opportunity Area 1, with the
addition of a potential recreational center and/or sports facility and
future convention center and hotel. The major facilities could
include:


New Convention Center. During interviews and in the
strategic planning session, this facility has been described as a
state of the art convention center of at least 50,000 square
feet that is capable of handling larger conventions than can be
accommodated at the Civic Center. Adequate parking for
large events will be an important component of such a
project, as parking is seen as a limiting factor at the Civic
Center. A related project to this one would be converting the
Civic Center to another public use, such as a community
center.



Related Hotel. A new hotel is seen as a private venture that
would be attracted to land adjacent to the new convention
center. To ensure adjacency, the convention center and hotel
complex should be planned jointly, and land secured as part
of the larger project. This property could then be sold to a
hotel developer as part of the MRA project, with the City
soliciting developer RFPs.
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As proposed in the Riverine Corridor Plan, development of
the Lower Downtown Riverfront would complement other
improvements along the river. A Class II whitewater play
area has been developed at Veteran’s Memorial Park.
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Figure 18. Green Infrastructure
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Figure 19. Infill Potential
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Figure 20. Catalyst Project Areas
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XIV.
Funding & Finance
Strategy

them with data and information that allows them to understand how
a profit may be made from certain types of projects.
Traditional private funding and finance components include:


A.

Introduction

The funding and finance strategy for the Metropolitan Redevelopment
Area Plan will consist of a combination of private and public
elements. Public//private partnerships are critical to the success of
redevelopments such as this. In a redevelopment effort, the emphasis
should always be on leveraging precious public dollars to achieve
significant private investment. In general, a return of at least $10 in
private investment for every $1 in public investment of some form is
reasonable.
In basic terms, development projects should rely primarily on private
investment although certain large catalyst projects such as a hotel or
large scale Animas River project will undoubtedly require a
public/private approach. Infrastructure improvements such as
environmental remediation, landscaping, streetscaping, etc. will
generally be funded primarily via public sources.

B.

The Role of Private Funding and Finance

As referenced above, the objective is to attract significant private
investment into the MRA through preparation and implementation of
the Plan, and careful application of public resources. Completion of
the Plan itself will provide developers and investors with a clear
understanding of the opportunities and issues presented in the MRA.
The ideas contained in the MRA plan will give developers and
investors a comprehensive overview of the future and how their
property or a project they may be contemplating fits into this future.
The market analysis and financial feasibility analysis will provide








Conventional debt / equity financing – Much like a home
mortgage
Mezzanine Financing – Investors receive higher or lower
returns based on different classes of risk
Limited Partnerships – Investors contribute capital for a
working share in the project which also usually has a debt/equity
component
Joint Ventures – Often structured between property owners
who may contribute land as equity to be coupled with investors
who have cash
Subscription Partnerships – These vehicles take in a larger
number of “stockholders” which in turn provides the necessary
equity and working capital for a project

There are a hundred variations and crossovers on these basic types,
and typically, a large project is financed through some combination of
construction loans, refinance, in addition to the creation of an
appropriate development entity. The development entity could be
private, non-profit or public or a combination of the three.
Sometimes the development entity is a single developer, but for
redevelopment projects partnerships of individuals or firms with
development expertise and individuals or entities with financing are
common.
Several redevelopment projects in Albuquerque illustrate the range of
development entities. For example, the detailed planning and
entitlements for the East Downtown project were accomplished
through a partnership of affected property owners, each of whom
contributed financially. Actual projects have been undertaken by the
individual property owners, with only the largest projects
surrounding Old Albuquerque High School receiving incentives
through the MRA – City participation through a discounted price on
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city-owned property and public infrastructure improvements. The
Bell Trading Post residential project was developed by a non-profit
development corporation. The Century Theater Block in downtown
Albuquerque was a more complex partnership of developer and nonprofit with financial interest in the project (McCune Foundation).
Subsequent phases of that project are being completed by a different
developer. The Talin Grocery in Albuquerque was built by the
property owner, and the City’s contribution through an MRA included
streetscape improvements. The City also acquired a nearby nuisance
property and sold it through an RFP process. City participation in the
area of 12th and Candelaria included streetscape improvements and
limited façade improvement assistance.
As implementation of the MRA Plan is undertaken the team
recommends that the local banking community be surveyed to pregauge their willingness to invest in worthy projects within the district
and to better understand their lending criteria in the
financial/economic climate of the time.


C.

Philanthropic / Corporate Funding – Another type of
private financing that can sometimes add style and finish to a
redevelopment project include these sources of funds for things
like public art, parks and recreational facilities, etc.

The Role of Public Funding and Finance

In order to induce private investment the public sector (MRA, City,
County, State, Federal, etc.) has a critical role to play. The methods
and means open to the public sector cover a wide array of finance
mechanisms, programs, incentives, etc. A summary of the options
that may be open to application in the MRA is below:
Land / Land Swaps – The City of Farmington owns a number of
parcels in the MRA and elsewhere. These parcels have monetary
value, as well as potential value as “trading chips” in public/private
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development deals. It may be possible to generate an initial pool of
funds to be used for purchase options and other holding actions
designed to assist in the overall land acquisition and assembly
strategy.
General Fund Allocation – The most traditional and basic form of
public funding is an allocation from the entity’s General Fund. This is
the fund that receives tax and other revenues from residents and
businesses which are then budgeted for a wide range of capital and
operating requirements such as: government salaries wages and
benefits; building operation and maintenance; street and road
maintenance; capital project development, etc. It may be possible to
fund some MRA needs/improvements through allocations from the
City of Farmington, San Juan County or State of New Mexico General
Funds.
Enterprise Fund Allocation – Enterprise funds are generally
associated with services such as waste collection, recycling, water, etc.
The services are funded directly through charges levied specifically for
this purpose. In some cases, enterprise funds have surplus accounts
which can be used for a variety of projects. In some cases an
enterprise revenue stream has been used to bond for improvements.
The MRA could conceivably benefit from use of an enterprise fund for
things like storm and wastewater infrastructure.
General Obligation (GO) Bonds – This type of debt is guaranteed
by the full faith and credit of a public entity. Governments use GO
bonds to fund things like schools, fire stations, libraries, water and
sewer infrastructure, roads, etc. Often GO Bonds are funded through
a small increase in property or sales tax which typically must be voted
on in a public referendum. While it may be unlikely that a GO bond
would be used for improvements in the MRA; a large project such as a
stadium or an indoor arena within the MRA could be financed
through a GO Bond.
Tax Increment Financing District (TID) – This approach
involves the capture of an incremental increase in either property tax
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(most common) or sales tax over and above an established base
within a geographically designated district, and reinvested in that
area. The increment is generated through new development which in
turn has been fostered through investment in infrastructure funded
by the TID. TID revenues are typically subject to negotiated
agreements with involved taxing entities such as school districts, city
and county governments, etc. Revenues can be utilized as “cash in –
cash out” where the funds are applied only when they are collected;
they can be used to reimburse developers who “front” money for
infrastructure’ and, they may be used as the basis for a type of
revenue bond – allowing the TID to gain significant working capital
early.

compatible with TIDD districts, so this tool would be used prior to or
subsequent to the implementation of a TIDD.

Business Improvement Districts – A BID is a district in which a
voluntary additional tax is paid by property owners and re-invested
within a designated area. BID’s typically manage so-called “safe and
clean” programs where additional time and effort is put into keeping
streets and sidewalks clean, placement of additional security
personnel is made, and other improvements such as better lighting
are undertaken. BID’s can also serve as marketing and promotional
entities and/or interactive with redevelopment agencies such as the
MRA.

New Mexico Community Development Incentive Act

New Mexico Economic Development Department
High-Wage Jobs Tax Credit – Companies get credit for jobs
paying $28,000 +
New Markets Tax Credit – Investment tax credit
Technology Jobs Tax Credit
Angel Investment Tax Credit – “Qualified Investor” tax credit

Tax abatements
Industrial Revenue Bonds
New Mexico Mortgage Finance Authority Workforce
Housing Development Program

1.

D.

Public Sector Programs

San Juan Economic Development Service – This organization
is the conduit for numerous incentive programs, development
assistance, data, information, etc.
Tax Abatement Programs – The MRA may be able to offer tax
abatements as part of public/private partnerships deals. These could
consist of a reduction in property tax rate and/or requirement for a
period of time. Generally, tax abatement programs are not

Brownfield Remediation

Recognizing brownfields as a threat to the environment, both ground
and drinking water and the general health and well-being of
communities; the federal government has developed several different
programs to assist communities with their removal and clean-up.
Cleaning up the potential Brownfield sites in the MRA will encourage
development in the Animas District and remediate the environment
and protect the health of residents. Farmington may be eligible for
several of the programs listed below. Further information on these
programs is included in the Appendix in Section XIII.
Environmental Protection Agency Brownfields Cleanup
Grants
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Superfund
Leaking Underground Storage Tank trust fund (LUST)
Potential funding that could be linked to Brownfield cleanup under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act:










State Clean Water and Drinking Water Revolving Loan Funds
Neighborhood Stabilization Program
Community Development Block Grants
Rural Development
Economic Development Assistance through EDA
Weatherization Assistance
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grants
Community Development Financial Institutions
Small Business Administration

Tax Codes Provisions with potential use to Brownfield
clean-up and reuse strategies




New Markets Tax Credits
New clean energy bonds
New clean energy conservation bonds

E.

Potential of TIDDs and BIDs as an MRA
Financing Tool

The ability to generate funding for infrastructure or other projects
using resources generated from within the MRA is appealing. TIDDs
and BIDs can generate funds for direct investment or provide a
revenue stream for bond financing. The amount of funding generated
depends upon the success of the MRA, property values, retail sales,
the local tax structure, and the success of the district in creating
property and retail sales values greater than current conditions.
Table 3 shows the property tax characteristics of the MRA. There are
a total of 505 acres, of which 418 are taxed as non-residential
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properties and 87 acres are residential. Exempt properties comprise
108 acres, or 21 percent of the total. This high percentage of
government and non-profit entities is typical in downtowns and has
an impact on the ability of a district to generate revenue. It is
common to solicit payments in lieu of taxes or BID assessments from
these entities. Residential properties are exempt from BID
assessments.
The analysis of property tax characteristics is intended to provide a
general idea of the magnitude of revenues that could be generated by
a TIDD or a BID.
A TIDD can capture revenues generated by an increase in property
values and by an increase in gross receipts taxes. If the TIDD
encompassed the entire MRA, and vacant properties were developed
to the same level as the current average, the increment of property tax
revenues would be nearly $220,000 per year. If the value of new
development were higher than the average, which is likely, the
increment could be two to three times as high.
Estimates of total gross receipts taxes generated by business within
the MRA are not generally available. The analyses of catalytic projects
estimated annual gross receipts taxes generated to be $ 365,000, just
for the catalytic projects.
A BID is a voluntary assessment, typically based on a percentage of a
property’s taxable value. District formation requires submission of
petitions from more than 51% of the total real property owners within
the district. The most common uses of funds generated by a BID are
clean and safe programs (which supplement services provided by the
City) and marketing.
Properties excluded from the BID are exempt properties and
residential properties. The current net taxable value of nonresidential and non-exempt properties in the MRA is as follows:


Animas District: $12 million
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Downtown: $18 million



Civic Center District: $4.9 million

A typical BID assessment would typically be small ranging from five
to six mills, or $0.50 to $0.60 per $100 of net taxable value. An
assessment in the range for all non-exempt properties in the MRA
would generate annual assessment revenue of $175,000 to $210,000.
The MRA is geographically large, so the funding generated could be
stretched thin if clean and safe programs were extended to the entire
area. Balancing services provided with assessments paid is one of the
challenges of a BID.

Table 3. MRA Property Tax Data
Land Area (Gross Acres) by Type and Area

NR_RS
Non-Residential
Exempt Property
Vacant Land
Residential
Exempt Property
Grand Total

Animas
245.5
61.6
63.4
31.6
0.8
277.1

Neighborhood
Civic Center
Downtown
62.3
110.7
32.0
10.2
6.5
19.6
40.8
14.3
2.9
103.1
124.9

Grand Total
418.5
103.9
89.5
86.6
3.7
505.1

Total Property Tax Generated by Type and Area
Type
Non-Residential
Vacant Land
Residential
Grand Total

Animas
$
320,288
$
28,835
$
20,855
$
341,142

Neighborhood
Civic Center
Downtown
$
131,278 $
494,265
$
4,683 $
16,886
$
82,079 $
15,744
$
213,358 $
510,009

Grand Total
$
945,832
$
50,405
$
118,678
$
1,064,509

Neighborhood
Civic Center
Downtown
$
4,335 $
4,919
$
715 $
861
$
2,165 $
1,105
$
3,128 $
4,445

Grand Total
$
3,006
$
563
$
1,431
$
2,677

Property Tax Generated per Acre
Type
Non-Residential
Vacant Land
Residential
Grand Total

Animas
$
$
$
$

1,742
455
677
1,589
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fund revenues for ten years, would provide a start and could be
accomplished in the next budget cycle.

XV. Implementation Summary


Identify City staff that can support the projects of the
Metropolitan Redevelopment Agency on an ongoing basis. This
would include not only administrative support but support with
permitting issues, planning, grant writing, real estate acquisition,
RFPs and negotiations with developers. This is likely a team
within City hall with a designated point person and could be
accomplished immediately.



Promotion of MRA projects. It is important that
accomplishments of the redevelopment agency be visible to the
public. Signs that identify projects as MRA projects should be
posted as soon as construction starts or even on vacant land as
the “future home of . . . A project of the City of Farmington
Metropolitan Redevelopment Agency.” Such promotion will
increase the visibility of the agency and its projects for the public.
This would include any project that is funded, partially funded or
benefits from the incentives available or planning done through
the MRA.

The MRA plan process has generated a wealth of feasible ideas for
redevelopment and revitalization of the MRA. The most important
step at this point is to select the most promising ideas to begin
implementation.
The City has limited resources and the MRA Board wants the first
projects to set the stage for a successful redevelopment effort. At the
same time, the City can put in place long term efforts that are needed
for future projects, particularly in the Animas District. Five projects
are recommended. These represent both short term projects that will
generate significant benefits with relatively small public investments
and ongoing efforts to make future projects possible.
First, some general recommendations:


The City has identified projects in past plans, some of which are
in process (Civic Center renovation) or waiting for funding
(completion of the Riverwalk, construction of a whitewater park).
The City also has a proven track record in supporting both public
and non-profit projects – the Riverwalk for example. It appears
that the limiting factor is often not expertise or knowledge of the
appropriate steps to take, but money.
One of the most important things the City can do to support the
MRA is establish a guaranteed revenue stream that can be used to
help fund projects, match state and federal dollars or be available
to take advantage of opportunities. One reason that cities like
Albuquerque or Grand Junction have been successful is because
of a funding legacy dating from early redevelopment agencies.
Recognizing that local funds for the MRA compete with other
worthy local projects, an annual allocation of $500,000 general

The following are the most promising projects to begin immediately –
or to advance immediately in the case of projects that are in process.

A.

Infrastructure Improvements – Water Lines
and Streetscapes

Project Description: Complete water line improvements through the
normal CIP process. Supplement the funding for utility
improvements to include streetscapes on those streets identified as
pedestrian linkages in the Green Infrastructure Plan (Figure 13).
Implementation Steps: This project would be completed through the
City’s CIP process, with potential for supplement funds through the
MRA and grant funds.
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Potential Funding: The New Mexico MainStreet program has funding
for small projects through a legislative appropriation. Certified
MainStreet programs can apply for these funds. The adoption of the
MRA plan, which identifies the projects, is of benefit in applying for
these funds.

B.

Public Private Partnership – San Juan Regional
Medical Center

Project Description: Support the efforts of private developers to
develop a retail pharmacy, professional offices and possibly housing
near the Regional Medical Center campus. Support is likely to take
the form of infrastructure improvements or assistance with off-site
infrastructure requirements as well as quick review of permit
applications or other entitlements.
Implementation Steps: The private sector would take the lead on this,
but early conversations between developer, the Medical Center and
the City would help expedite any agreements that might be needed.
Potential Funding: Relatively small projects like this are the types
that benefit from a discretionary source of funds for approved MRA
projects. Projects must be identified in the MRA plan, as this project
is.

C.

Public Amenities – Whitewater Park

Project Description: Development of a whitewater park at Boyd Park.
Implementation Steps: The City and the River Reach Foundation
have been successful in the past in developing water recreation
facilities in other reaches of the Riverwalk. A new whitewater park
needs to be designed and built, but the initial concepts are already in
the Riverine Plan, and the expertise is available locally to accomplish
this project.
As a follow on project, City owned land adjacent to the river could be
made available through an RFP process for sale or for lease to
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businesses that would complement the public investment in the
whitewater park.
Potential Funding: City general fund or CIP funds, special legislative
appropriation, in-kind donations, and potential private fundraising
through the River Reach Foundation.

D.

Long Term Public Investment – Prepare
Animas District for Future Revitalization

Project Description:
There are several efforts that the MRA Board and the City should be
undertaking on an ongoing basis as opportunities arise to enhance the
potential for redevelopment in the Animas District. As described
previously, the Animas District is comprised of numerous small
parcels under multiple ownerships that may be developed, vacant or
underutilized. The environmental condition of most properties is
unknown, but given the industrial history of the area, brownfield
assessments and cleanup if necessary would clear properties for
development.
Land Assembly
An annual set aside of $500,000 would enable purchase of
approximately $5,000,000 in property at today’s price to be paid off
over 15 years. The amount of land that could be purchased would
vary depending upon the condition of the property and the extent of
improvements on the property. However, this level of investment
would enable the City to acquire a single large site or a few sites of
several acres. The ultimate configuration of land will depend upon
availability and the implementation of public projects in this area.
Implementation Steps:
1. Property database. We recommend that the City/MRA Board
maintain an inventory of properties located within potential project
areas, including the owner, current use, availability, price, and any
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known conditions that will affect the site’s value or use. The San Juan
County Assessor property tax database is a good start. Additional
information to be added would include contact information for
landowners, environmental status, and asking price or sales price as
property changes hands.
2. Single point of contact. The City/MRA Board would not typically
seek property proactively until there is a known project, and the City
would not pay more than a property’s appraised value. Until there is
a firm project with a firm location, the City should be aware of
properties that become available in the MRA opportunity areas, and
property owners should be aware of the City’s interest. A single point
of contact should be assigned to the land assembly effort, monitoring
land availability and sales and serving as the contact point for land
owners seeking to sell.
3. Ongoing real estate purchase. The intent of the land acquisition
program is to assemble a tract or tracts over time that are large
enough for redevelopment at a scale that can change the character of
the Animas District from industrial to mixed use. A number of
properties have been acquired in anticipation of north/south links to
downtown. Future acquisition will be handled by through the normal
real estate acquisition process.
4. At the point when land has been assembled and is being packaged
for a specific redevelopment project, the MR agency will have to
follow state law regarding specific project plans, project RFPs and
developer solicitation, and developer negotiations. A notebook of
sample ordinances, project plans, RFPs and financial structures is
being provided under separate cover as a reference.
Potential Funding:
1. City General Fund: Establish a land acquisition fund that received
a guaranteed amount annually through the City general fund. This
fund would allow the City/MRA Board to purchase land over time.
Initially, the City can secure options with limited funds, with later

appropriations covering debt payments. The pool of funds listed
previously could be predominantly used for this purpose.
2. Grant Funding: The City should be committed to a set amount of
funds per year, which may be offset with grant funding such as CDBG
should grant funds become available.
Relocation of Industrial Land Uses
The industrial uses in the Animas District are moving, particularly as
those related to the oil and gas industry move to more convenient
locations. The development of a new industrial park within the City,
but more convenient and attractive to the industrial businesses in the
Animas District would help expedite the relocation of these
businesses.
Implementation Steps: This project is an economic development
project which is outside of the scope of the MRA. However, the City
could work with SJEDS to develop the industrial park, and the MRA
could provide relocation assistance to businesses interested in moving
and could purchase land from industrial owners interested in selling.
Potential Funding: MRA pool of funds.
Environmental Assessments
The environmental conditions in the Animas District are mostly
unknown, but there is concern about potential environmental
contamination in the area. The purpose of the environmental
assessments is to clear up any questions in this regard.
Implementation Steps: Funding is available for assessments and
cleanup of brownfields sites like the Animas District. Securing grant
funding and securing the agreement of land owners for the
assessment of privately owned sites are the critical first steps.
Brownfields resources are described in Appendix B.
Potential Funding: EPA Brownfields grant
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Annexation
Annexation of land south of the City limits to the Navajo reservation
would support the efforts to redevelop downtown because this area
has the potential for future residential and other development
associated with the general renovation of the Animas District, and
annexation would benefit completion of public pedestrian and open
space amenities identified in the MRA plan. A large portion of the
property is owned by the Medical Center, who would have to be a
partner in this venture. The City can bring a larger area into the City
as long as 51 percent of the property owners of the area request
annexation.
Implementation Steps: The first step in an annexation effort is to
meet with property owners to gauge owner interest in being brought
into the City.
Potential Funding: City general fund – staff resources
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XVI.
A.

Appendices

Feasibility Analysis

A set of 11 technical memorandums has been provided as a separate
notebook with the details of the market analyses and financial
feasibility studies. The technical memorandums are as follows:
Technical Memorandum 1 – Demographic and Economic Overview
Technical Memorandum 2 – Retail Market Power (RMP)
Opportunity/Gap Discussion
Technical Memorandum 3 – Retail Concept Feasibility Analysis
Technical Memorandum 4 – Hotel Market Discussion
Technical Memorandum 5 – Hotel Concept Feasibility Analysis
Technical Memorandum 6 – Housing Market Discussion
Technical Memorandum 7 – Housing Concept Analysis
Technical Memorandum 8 – Office Market Discussion
Technical Memorandum 9 – Mixed-Use Concept Feasibility Analysis
Technical Memorandum 10 – Land Assembly Strategy
Technical Memorandum 11 – Funding and Finance Strategy
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B.
1.

Kickoff Participants
Elected Officials

Bill Standley, Mayor
Dan Darnell, City Council, District 1
Mary Fischer, District 2
George Sharpe, City Council, District 3
Jason Sandel, City Council, District 4
2.Staff
Rob Mayes, City Manager
Bob Campbell, Assistant City Manager
Michael Sullivan, Community Development Department
Cindy Lopez, Community Development Department
Margaret Ambrosino, Community Development Department
Loretta Parks, Civic Center
Roger Drayer, Parks and Recreation Department
3.MRA Board
Derald Poston
Tommy Roberts, Chair
Tom Solga
Tom Taylor
Dr. Carletta Thompson
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4.MRA Planning Committee
Linda Barbeau, Casa Linda Properties
Anthony Emerson
Doug Frary, San Juan Regional Medical Center
Bill Freimuth, Civic Center Neighborhood
Jeff Howle
Elizabeth Isenberg
Sara Kaynor, ECHO
Kolbjom Linland, Andrea Kristina’s Bookstore and Kafe
Kristin Langenfeld, Civic Center Neighborhood
Mike Martinez
John McNeill
Greg Price
Rich Ruybalid
Charles Self
5.

Other Stakeholders

Rosalyn Fry, ECHO
Greg Churchill
John McNeill
John Byrom
Dennis Ivie
Derrick Childers
Joyce Cardon
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Traffic and Parking

C.

Summary of Major Issues and Document
Review






1.

Major Issues

Economic Development








Number of vacant or underutilized lots and buildings
Few people live downtown
Uninvolved property owners; not interested in downtown
improvements
Unsightly, heavy-industrial uses in Animas District
Number of activity centers in other parts of the city, including a
shopping mall, decentralized municipal offices, visitor lodging
and transportation services
Compared to Farmington, residents in downtown are older, have
a lower median household income, and are more likely to live
below the poverty line

Parking is perceived as a problem
Large portion of traffic on Main and Broadway is pass-through
traffic
Heavy traffic on collector streets in Animas District
Need connections between central neighborhoods

Streetscapes and Design




Lack of identity without cohesive theme or sense of place
Downtown areas are not attractive – does not present a friendly
environment for shopping or entertainment
Lack of landscaping, poorly maintained sidewalks and parking
lots, boarded up façades

Building Stock





Older and historic buildings are empty or not maintained
Difficult to renovate or restore existing buildings
Safety
Not perceived as a safe place; perceived lack of security and police
presence

Amenities and Services






Downtown lacks mix of retail establishments that could attract
tourists
Not enough facilities, services and activities to encourage
downtown visits by either residents or visitors
No evening venues for shopping or entertainment, with few
exceptions; most shops close early
No pedestrian connection between Downtown and Animas
Riverwalk
Lack of municipal presence downtown
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2.

Document Review

Vision & Objectives


City of Farmington, Peninsula, Animas District and Downtown Plan,
1994



Animas District and Downtown – within MRA boundaries



SUMMARY OF ANIMAS DISTRICT PLAN:
Character









District includes health care campus, State of NM offices,
substantial amount of housing, large tracts of open industrial
uses, vacant lands
Underused area between downtown and Peninsula area; bypassed
in the City’s street network; undeveloped or underdeveloped real
estate
Prevailing industrial zoning

Issues & Constraints




Challenge to provide better, more profitable alternatives for
developing private property
Unsightly, heavy-industrial uses
Heavy truck traffic on collector streets

Opportunities






Proximity to downtown
Jobs at San Juan Regional Medical Center and State of NM offices
Borders scenic stretch of the Animas River
Municipal services are easily available
Underutilized land
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Productive land use that enhances nearby downtown and
Peninsula area
Establish opportunity sites for housing, commerce, institutional
expansion and access to the Animas River recreation
Vision includes institutional expansion, professional offices with
clustered, medium- to high-density residential development near
employment locations; most land remain in industrial use
Plan objective is to bring out land use transition over period of
time for more productive, attractive development

Initiatives





Overcoming negative impacts of unsightly, heavy industrial areas
Improve quality of life for residents and attract new residents
Commercial corridor on Miller Avenue with retail, offices, parking
facilities, bike and pedestrian amenities
North Bank Animas riverine space as district’s focal point with
parks, trails, entertainment/dining

Plan Recommendations


Institutional Land Use – public and quasi-public agencies’ land
use requirements are seen as a driving force for Animas
revitalization




San Juan Regional Medical Center – District’s major
employer and principal traffic destination; essential to
reserve future space for its growth
State of NM Offices – facility should be encouraged to grow at
current location; convenient service access to residents of the
region; job growth potential can make significant
contribution to the Animas District’s rejuvenation
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City of Farmington/Civic Projects Anchor – land banking for
residential development is possible action by City; City
properties would convenient to central business district and
not consume additional space in downtown

Housing Opportunities – improving residential livability through
new residential development, including compact family dwellings,
rental units and specialty housing
Unifying Corridors – need to improve Miller Street’s appearance
as it goes through the Animas District; constructing bike lanes,
pathways; redevelopment with new businesses
Animas Character – begin transforming District at the edges;
devote land to institutional expansion; emphasize riverine
advantages

Long-term – by 2015



SUMMARY OF DOWNTOWN FARMINGTON PLAN:
Character


Phasing
Short-term – Immediately, 1994



City should commit to parkland and trail/pathway designations
along proposed Miller Axis Corridor
Detailed opportunity area planning

Completion of plan components is expected to be spread out over
two decades
Residential and employment growth , the trails system,
commercial corridor, and riveredge amenities may be completed;
½ or more of land area in District will remain open land or
industrial use





Compact, linear central business district flanking Main Street and
Broadway
Small area, about 80 acres
Commercial activity center of Four Corners region
Festival atmosphere on plazas, patios, sidewalks and streets
throughout the area

Issues and Constraints
Mid-term – 1996-1997









Employment expansion and corridor construction, facilitated by
Miller Axis engineering design and improvement
Land acquisition for Animas Landing and other river-related
private development (if eminent domain is required) should
commence

Need for physical connection through Farmington’s central
neighborhoods
Number of activity centers in other parts of the City, including a
shopping mall; decentralized municipal offices, visitor lodging
and transportation facilities

Opportunities


Main Street’s attractive appearance - sidewalks and seating areas
reflect pride in civic space; public art; historic preservation; street
trees
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Streetscape improvements on Broadway
Gateways at entrances with landscaping, banners and monuments
Closure of Allen Street from vehicular traffic creates a focal
gathering place and key pedestrian link between Civic Center and
Downtown destinations

Plan Recommendations


Land Use – increase demand for downtown buildings and Sites
Southwest



Vision & Objectives






Intensification is key to area’s success
Strategic investment dedicated to amplifying downtown use mix,
increasing its attraction to area residents and visitors while
maintaining public security and convenience
Stronger ties to other parts of the community to build market area
Downtown should provide attractions for residents and visitors to
enjoy in a comfortable, pedestrian-oriented setting






Initiatives





Plan calls for character improvements – visual and functional – to
restore the neighborhood
Create a City Center character with unifying features, human
scale activity, and regional emphasis
Central attractions – gathering places, unique shops and services,
community focus (festivals, celebrations, etc.)
Shopping Convenience – alternative to one-stop superstore and
malls




Traffic/parking management, shopper amenities, security

Evening/Weekend activity – food, events



Circulation – downtown transportation objectives seek to make it
easier to get around Farmington business activities






Pedestrian emphasis, multi-destination foot traffic
Downtown traffic pattern – redesign Main Street with center
turn lane; traffic circle on eastern entry
North-South connections

Economic Development – assisting local businesses, increasing
revenues (especially from tourism), and encouraging the
appreciation of real estate values
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Commercial intensity – encourage property owners to make
high use of built space
Code revisions to encourage structural upgrades at
reasonable costs, to permit mixed use, to encourage adaptive
reuse of upper stories for residential, to reduce/eliminate
parking requirements
Currently Zoning Code discourages residential uses in
downtown
City should adopt the Uniform Code for Building
Conservation
Employment Expansion - increase daytime population by
encouraging local businesses to expand into central business
area and attracting regional offices of national firms
Regional Center for facilities that serve patrons from broad
areas

Business investment
Tourism attraction
Hospitality industry integration – hotels, restaurants and
meeting facilities should establish an anchor in downtown
Expanded trade area
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Community Image – convey a sense of progress




Public space – outdoor activity areas, preserve distant vistas
Urban design – advisory guidelines, maintain structural scale,
landscaping
Civic statement – graphics, greenery, shop windows, awnings
and small details demonstrate that community cares

Farmington Comprehensive Plan, 2002

Character of Downtown Neighborhoods
Downtown


Phasing



Short-term - mid-1995


Broadway streetscape and Allen Street Pedestrian Mall are to be
undertaken immediately

Mid-term - 1996-1999 period




Reconfiguration of Main Street lanes and angled parking on
north-south street connections
Removal or remodeling of underutilized mid-block structures to
create Arts Alley and indoor arcade pass-through for pedestrians
Office development




Mix of buildings dating from 1880s to 1950s; a few of which are
historically or architecturally significant
Businesses, professional offices and financial institutions that
serve local needs
Shops and galleries that cater to tourists
Number of vacant buildings, including 2 vintage movie theatres

Civic Center Neighborhood




In western portion, mix of homes, businesses and offices around
Civic Center; office/commercial corridor along Auburn Avenue;
mixed uses include auto repair and moving van storage
In eastern portion, several municipal facilities, including
Children’s Museum, Senior Center, Lions Pool and Tennis Courts;
variety of older houses

Long-term – on or before year 2000

Animas Neighborhood










Development of business/tourist hotels
Extensive redevelopment of Main Street
Reconsideration of Main Street traffic circle
Traffic management for Main and Broadway to guide traffic to
Miller Avenue
Gateways incorporated in roadway design




San Juan Regional Medical Center and related medical offices,
commercial and industrial operations, and City-owned offices
Variety of smaller, older homes interspersed with oilfield services
and general commercial
Numerous vacant tracts
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Vision & Core Goals


Farmington’s Vision 2020: Farmington is the progressive,
vibrant, scenic and safe center of the Four Corners that builds
bridges among the people it serves, and values the environment it
occupies, the history it has, and the hope it offers.



Lack of municipal presence downtown

Note: 1994 Peninsula, Animas District and Downtown Plan was only
partially implemented due to fiscal restraints and lack of
coordinated direction and responsibility
Goal, Objectives and Actions

Key issues/Challenges in Downtown Neighborhoods

















Lack of identity without cohesive theme or sense of place
Downtown areas are not attractive – does not present a friendly
environment for shopping or entertainment
Older and historic buildings are empty or not maintained
Downtown lacks mix of retail establishments that could attract
tourists
Not enough facilities, services and activities to encourage
downtown visits by either residents or visitors
Few people live downtown
Downtown has no evening venues for shopping or entertainment,
with few exceptions; most shops close early
Parking is perceived as a problem
Large portion of traffic on Main and Broadway is pass-through
traffic
Not perceived as a safe place; perceived lack of security and police
presence
Civic Center expansion is needed; should not negatively impact
surrounding areas
No pedestrian connection between Downtown and Animas
Riverwalk
Vacant lots that could be used for residential and mixed-use
Difficult to renovate or restore existing buildings
Previous plans to improve appearance and function of downtown
and adjacent neighborhoods have not been implemented
Uninvolved property owners; not interested in downtown
improvements
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CORE GOALS FOR FARMINGTON: Downtown Neighborhoods






Downtown: Revitalize Downtown Farmington by creating a
visual and functional identity as the heart of the Four Corners
area, with streetscape improvements, adaptive reuse of older
buildings in a shopping park environment, with residential uses,
encouraged by incentives for redevelopment.
Civic Center Neighborhood: Preserve the neighborhood
character by protecting existing structures, improving
infrastructure and minimizing the impact of the civic center
expansion.
Animas Neighborhood: Redevelop the Animas Neighborhood
as a mixed-use development with new types of affordable
housing, expanded medical and cultural facilities linking
Downtown to the Riverwalk.

Preliminary Market Analysis for Proposed Farmington Municipal
Redevelopment Areas, 2005
Demographic and Economic Profile of Proposed MRA
(2000 Census data)
 Total population of downtown, Civic Center and Animas areas –
1,106 people
 Nearly all of them live in Civic Center and Animas neighborhoods
 Compared to population of Farmington as a whole, these
neighborhoods are significantly older
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The downtown population between 25 and 39 years old, often
seen as critical to redevelopment initiatives, is only half that of
Farmington as a whole: 10% compared to 20%
Ethnically:
These neighborhoods, compared to Farmington as a whole, have a
relatively smaller white population and larger Native American
and Hispanic populations
White population is disproportionately represented among the
older population of the MRA neighborhoods and underrepresented among younger populations
Native Americans, and to a lesser extent, Hispanics, are
disproportionately represented among the 25 to 39 year old
population
Economic patterns:
Must rely on geographically aggregate information; considered
with caution
1999 median income for block groups 4.02-5 and 1-1 was $26,858
- 71% of Farmington as a whole
35% of households with incomes below $20,000 – compared to
24% for Farmington as a whole
Only 18% of households earn more than $50,000/year and none
earn more than $100,000; compared to 36% of Farmington
households earning over $50,000/year and 8% of Farmington
households earning over $100,000/year
23% of households in MRA live below poverty and 44% live below
150% of the poverty line, compared to 16% and 32% of
Farmington as a whole
Lower incomes and higher incidence of poverty downtown
correlate with lower rates of educational attainment





26% of downtown residents over 25 years old have failed to
earn a high school equivalent degree; compared to 16% in
other parts of Farmington
Only 22% of downtown residents have a post-secondary
degree, versus 27% for the rest of the city











Housing stock is older (median age of housing stock was 35 years
in downtown compared to 26 years for Farmington)
Vacancy rates are higher (18% versus 7%)
Rentals are much more common (52% of units compared to 30%
for the City)
Homes are smaller (median 4 rooms per unit versus 5.2)
More likely to be part of multi-unit structures (26% versus 18%)
Values are owner-occupied housing are much lower ($67,541
compared to $100,600)
Mobile homes are more prevalent and of far more marginal value
in downtown neighborhoods (23% versus 18%; $13,354 per unit
versus $31,100)
Because of lower incomes and despite lower property values,
housing was significantly less affordable downtown than in other
Farmington neighborhoods




The median expenditure for housing downtown was 32% and
33% for owner- and renter-occupied units compared to 24%
for both in other parts of the city

All downtown units have complete plumbing, few rely on wood
for heating, but 6% were without telephone service

City of Farmington, MRA Designation Report

Existing Conditions
Physical Conditions


Farmington is home to approximately 1/3 of San Juan County’s
residents, but they receive 42% of County’s aggregate income and
the city’s businesses generate 57% of the County’s taxable gross
receipts

Housing Stock
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Building conditions:




Some buildings in downtown date to early 1900s and are
important to Farmington history
Older buildings range from good condition to deteriorating
and dilapidated
Issues/problems











Functional obsolescence
Unattractive appearance and lack of amenities within
buildings
Lack of landscaping, poorly maintained sidewalks and
parking lots, boarded façades
Deteriorating structures throughout downtown
neighborhoods – most are vacant
Some occupied buildings are in need of maintenance and
minor repairs
Combination of poor structural conditions, lack of
amenities, poor traffic circulation, poor pedestrian
circulation and poor visual appearance were identified as
factors affecting the decline of entire downtown area
Number of commercial businesses in downtown have
closed or significantly reduced their operations in
downtown
Underutilized properties that are vacant or used for
storage – particularly true in the Animas neighborhood
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Economic Conditions






If downtown is to regain competitive position, must operate
from an efficient and functional physical plant
Downtown is unattractive, inhibiting private investment,
discouraging shoppers and ultimately drawing retail trade out
of the central area
Investment in the central area will contribute significantly to
the Farmington economy and local tax base
Major issue is erosion of downtown’s business base by the
development of new shopping centers and relocation of
anchor businesses to these centers
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3.

Annotated Bibliography

City of Farmington, Peninsula, Animas District & Downtown Plan,
1994
This plan includes three area plans for the downtown core and its
adjacent neighborhoods. The boundaries of the Animas District Plan
and the Downtown Plan coincide with the MRA boundaries. The
Animas District Plan’s main objective is to encourage the transition
from heavy industrial uses to more productive, attractive
development, including retail, office and residential uses. The
Downtown Plan recommends enhancing downtown’s visual and
functional qualities by improving streetscapes, reconfiguring traffic
and encouraging redevelopment. All three area plans recommend
developing Miller Avenue as a transportation spine connecting the
three neighborhoods with services, housing, and recreation along the
Animas River.
City of Farmington, Comprehensive Plan, 2002
The Comprehensive Plan is the adopted documented that will guide
development for the next 20 years to ensure the City’s desired future.
It is an official public document that should serve as the guide for
policy decisions relating to the physical, social, and economic growth
of the community. In addition to providing goals and objectives, the
Plan assesses the opportunities and challenges facing the city and sets
priorities for an implementation program that outlines specific
actions and practical results. For the downtown neighborhoods, the
Comprehensive Plan focuses on revitalization, establishing a
downtown identity, adaptive reuse, infrastructure improvements and
mixed-use development.

UNM Bureau of Business and Economic Research, Preliminary Market
Analysis For Proposed Farmington Municipal Redevelopment Areas,
2005
This document provides an analysis of Farmington’s regional context
and a demographic and economic profile of the proposed MRA using
data from the 2000 Census. The population of the Farmington MRA
was 1,106 in 2000. Compared to the City as a whole, residents in the
MRA tend to be older, have a lower educational attainment and
households have lower incomes. Housing stock in the MRA is older,
more likely to be part of multi-unit structure, and less affordable than
in other parts of Farmington.
City of Farmington, Downtown Metropolitan Redevelopment Area
Designation Report, 2005
This report proposes that Downtown Farmington be designated as a
Metropolitan Redevelopment Area (MRA). The MRA boundaries
include the approximate area of three Downtown neighborhoods:
Civic Center, Animas, and Downtown. The analysis demonstrates
that Farmington’s downtown neighborhoods exhibit a combination of
factors that contribute to the blight of the area.
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D.

Brownfields Resources

The Environmental Protection Agency, (EPA) defines a Brownfield as,
“real property, the expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may
be complicated by the presence or potential presence of a hazardous
substance, pollutant or contaminant.” (Brownfields Revitalization
Act, January 11, 2002). Throughout the country Brownfields are being
identified and targeted for cleanup because they threaten
groundwater and present other risks to public health. Common
Brownfield sites are dry cleaning operations, gas stations, as well as
mining and drilling sites. Intensive farming practices that utilized
large quantities of chemicals and or produced large amounts of
nitrogenous by-products also may create Brownfield situations. The
degree of contamination may range from minor to severe. The more
highly contaminated sites may be cleaned up through Comprehensive
Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA)
a.k.a. Superfund, activity which is the EPA’s primary focus of its
Brownfield National Partnership Action Agenda. One of the reasons
for the federal emphasis on Brownfield cleanup is because
Brownfields present barriers to the revitalization of communities such
as social and economic issues, as well as technical, legal and financial
concerns associated with the cleanup. Public health concerns
necessitate cleanup before redevelopment.
A site visit around the MRA provided evidence of potential
Brownfields. The activities of the farming and extractive industries
that have been taking place in the Farmington area over the decades
may have contributed to the Brownfield sites in Farmington.
Voluntary cleanup of these areas, specifically the storage sites
between downtown and the river, may expedite revitalization of the
MRA. Further investigation is necessary once more definitive plans
for redevelopment are produced. However, cleaning up storage areas
and derelict sites within and nearby would enhance the
redevelopment.
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Funding for assessment and remediation of hazardous sites is
available from the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency).
Assessment of potential brownfields can be performed by the NMED
or the EPA for non-profit organizations and municipalities at no cost.
The passage of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, (ARRA)
has substantially increased the funds available for Brownfield
assessment and cleanup including $ 5 million in job training for
people to learn the necessary skills. A variety of funding programs
have been set up to process grants for a range of clean-up projects:


Brownfield Grants



CERCLA(Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act) also known as SUPERFUND



LUST (Leaking Underground Storage Tanks) Trust Fund under
the RCRA (Resource Conservation and Recovery Act)



Assessment Grants: Eligible entities may apply for up to
$200,000.00 for to assess a site contaminated by hazardous
substances, pollutants or contaminants (including substances comingled with petroleum) and up to $200,000.00 to address a site
contaminated by petroleum. Applicants may either combine
requests for hazardous substances funding and petroleum
funding into one proposal if both types of funding will address the
same target community, for a total not to exceed $400,000; or
applicants may submit separate proposals requesting up to
$200,000 each for hazardous substances and petroleum funding.
Whether the applicant combines proposals or not, applicants may
only apply for a maximum of two community-wide assessment
grants.
An applicant may apply for one site-specific assessment grant not
to exceed $200,000. For site specific proposals, applicants may
seek a waiver of the $200,000 limit and request up to $350,000.
Such waivers must be based on the anticipated level of hazardous
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substances, pollutants, or contaminants (including hazardous
substances co-mingled with petroleum) or petroleum at a single
site. Due to budget limitations, no one entity may apply for more
than $750,000 in assessment funding and cannot submit more
than 3 assessment grant proposals (2 community-wide and 1 sitespecific).



Rural Development-In an effort to support rural development,
funding through grants and loans are available for facilities that
house healthcare, education, fire and rescue operations, and
community centers. If brownfield sites are used for such facilities
within small town centers, funding from this source may be a
possibility.

A coalition comprised of three or more eligible entities may apply
for one assessment grant up to $1 million. All coalition
assessment grant proposals must be community-wide. The lead
coalition member and any other members can not apply for
individual assessment grants in the year they apply as part of a
coalition. The performance period for an Assessment Grant is 3
years.



Economic Development Assistance through the Economic
Development Agency-Money is to be transferred to regional
economic commissions under the ARRA that may be available for
brownfield cleanup in areas suffering from economic distress,
dislocations and job losses.



Weatherization Assistance-If weatherization projects deal with
brownfield-related contaminant issues in residential units; grants
may be available for structural weatherization upgrades.



Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grants-This new grant
program is aimed at helping states and communities make
investments that make them more energy efficient and reduce
carbon emissions for system construction or for retrofit activities.
The activities could take place on brownfield sites, for individual
structural upgrades as well as for activities such as the installation
of solar panel or wind turbine farms on brownfields.



Community Development Financial Institutions-Additional
funding for this program administered by the Treasury
Department may be used to assist in the financing of communitybased projects in brownfield locations.



Small Business Administration- There may be additional funding
that could be used expand lending programs, support guarantee
activity and reduce fees that may facilitate small business lending
that could be useful to expedite brownfield site projects in
progress. This assistance may be in the form of reduced or

Revolving Loan Fund Grants-Grants may be awarded up to $1
million for an initial revolving loan fund (RLF) grant. A coalition
of eligible entities may apply together under one application for
up to $1 million per eligible entity. The performance period for a
Revolving Loan Fund Grant is 5 years. Under the RLF, money
may be available through State Clean Water and Drinking Water
Revolving Loan Funds as part of water quality-related.
Neighborhood Stabilization Program- under HUD’s new funding
can be used for a range of revitalization efforts that include
brownfield activities: the purchase, management, and/or resale of
abandoned properties, demolition of blighted properties,
redevelopment of vacant or demolished properties, or
establishment of land banks for foreclosed homes and residential
properties.
Community Block Grants-a reliable source for brownfield
financing strategies has also received additional funding under
HUD for brownfield cleanup.
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eliminated fees on loans or by issuing a federal guarantee for
pools of first lien 504 loans sold to third-party investors.


Cleanup Grants. Grants may be awarded up to $200,000 per site
for cleanup. Due to budget limitations, no entity may apply for
funding cleanup activities at more than three sites. Applicants
must submit a separate proposal for each site. The performance
period for a Cleanup Grant is 3 years.

In addition to the increased funding for programs that may be sources
for financing brownfield cleanup, the legislation included tax codes
provisions with potential benefit for brownfield cleanup and reuse
strategies to assist local government sand communities achieve
brownfield revitalization objectives:
 Increase authorized allocations of New Markets Tax Credits which
focus upon stimulating investment in distressed areas, have been
used to support brownfield-related community development and
housing activities.
 Increased bond level of new clean renewable energy bonds to
governmental bodies, public power providers, and cooperative
electric companies to support renewable energy facilities on
brownfield sites. The federal subsidy would be in the form of tax
credits, in lieu of interest, to the bond buyers which provides the
issuers with de facto zero percent borrowing.

Increased the level of new energy conservation bonds, a new
category of private activity bonds to finance a range of energy
conserving activities; projects to reduce energy consumption in
public buildings, implement green community programs,
promote mass commuting facilities and support green building
technology demonstration projects, all of which could be
integrated with brownfield reuse strategies.
 Authorizes a new category of governmental bonds: taxable
recovery zone economic development bonds and tax-exempt
recovery zone facility bonds- to promote private development
activity and related infrastructure and public facility construction
in distressed areas “recovery zones” as designated by state or local
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issuer. Brownfield location has common overlaps with distressed
area designation. These bonds could be used for a broad range of
public and private purposes which could make the useful when
used in putting together brownfield financing strategies.
New Mexico is included in the EPA Region 6. The Ground Water
Bureau within the Water and Waste Water Management Division of
the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) is in charge of the
Voluntary Remediation Program (VRP). The VRP is a program that
was established by the NMED for the purpose of allowing voluntary
cleanup of contaminated sites. The program is designed to facilitate
redevelopment of contaminated sites by providing a streamlined,
non-punitive remediation process. It is intended for sites that are not
under active enforcement and for applicants who proven to be in
compliance with environmental laws. Further information can be
obtained by contacting:
Environmental Protection Agency
Monica Smith, Team Leader for Region 6
(214)665-6780
Or
Karen Peycke
(214)665-7273
www.epa.gov/brownfields/eparecovery
New Mexico Environment Department
P.O. Box 26110
Santa Fe, NM 87502-6110
(505)827-2855
New Mexico Regulation and Licensing Department
725 St. Michaels Drive
Santa Fe, NM 87504
(505)827-7003
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New Mexico Department of Health
P.O. Box 26110
Santa Fe, NM 87502-6110
(505)827-2613
New Mexico Department of Agriculture
P.O. Box 30005
Department 3185
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003-0005
(505)646-3007
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2.

E.

MRA Project Resources

A number of funding sources from local, State and Federal agencies
have been identified as potential opportunities to finance the
implementation of the Farmington Metropolitan Redevelopment
Plan. Project types and potential locations that are identified in the
MRA Plan provide a guide for the project types that would be eligible
for City participation.
1.

Local Initiatives

Capital Improvement Plan - The purpose of the Farmington’s
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) is to enhance the physical and
cultural development of the City through a schedule of public physical
improvements. The CIP identifies priorities for new projects and
improvements to public safety and rehabilitation of aging
infrastructure such as roads, drainage systems and the water and
wastewater network. By including City capital projects in the CIP, the
City can make sure that these projects are funded as part of the City’s
overall program of capital infrastructure investments.
Local Economic Development Act (LEDA). Through passing
LEDA, a community adopts an ordinance creating an economic
development organization and a strategic plan. This empowers
communities to embark on economic development projects tailored to
their needs. Farmington has passed a Local Economic Development
Act, which allows the City to provide public support for economic
development projects.
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Lenders

New Mexico Community Development Loan Fund - The New
Mexico Community Development Loan Fund is a private, non-profit
organization that provides loans, training and technical assistance to
business owners and non-profit organizations. Their services support
the efforts of low-income individuals and communities to achieve selfreliance and control over their economic destiny. Loans are available
to new and existing small businesses for such needs as equipment,
inventory, building renovations and operating capital. They provide
loans to non-profits for such needs as bridge financing against
awarded private and public contracts, capital improvements and
equipment, and loans to non-profits that develop affordable housing.

This program provides loans of up to $250,000 to municipalities and
counties to construct or implement projects necessary to encourage
the location or expansion of industry, in order to create jobs,
stimulate private investment, promote community revitalization, and
expand the local tax base. Eligible uses include infrastructure
improvements, rehabilitation or installation of public facilities, site
improvements and utilities, and commercial or industrial buildings or
structures and other commercial or industrial real property
improvements.

3.

Financing Tools

Tax Increment Financing Districts - Tax increment financing is
created through a local government’s property tax assessment. The
incremental difference between the taxed value in a base year and the
taxed value during the life of the district is used to finance public
improvements within the district. In New Mexico, tax increment
financing is enabled though the Metropolitan Redevelopment Code,
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Enterprise Zone Act and the Urban Development Law. The City of
Albuquerque uses tax increment financing within its designated
Metropolitan Redevelopment Areas (MRA). Creating a TIF District of
the entire MRA could be beneficial, although additional research and
analysis are needed to determine if the likely revenue is adequate to
justify the cost of implementing the district. Individual taxing
authorities would have to approve the use of their tax increment to
fund the district.
Tax Increment Development Districts. TIDDs are a relatively
new financing tool in New Mexico and have been implemented for
projects as diverse as the 12,000 acre Mesa del Sol Master Planned
Community and the 80-acre Winrock Center Redevelopment. The
TIDD functions similarly to a TIF, except that gross receipts tax
revenues can also be included in the tax increment. This is
particularly appealing for retail districts, where the gross receipts tax
generated is likely greater than the property tax generated by the
project. As with the TIF, individual taxing districts would have to
approve the use of their tax increment to fund the district.

Industrial Revenue Bonds (IRB) - In economic effect, an IRB is a
loan by a lender/bond purchaser to a company, where the loan
proceeds and the loan repayments flow through a government issuer.
The tax benefits of IRBs result from the form of the loan and the
involvement of a government issuer. The tax benefits of IRBs result
from the form of the loan and the involvement of a government
issuer. In its simplest form, an IRB structure involves a company
(typically a corporation, a limited partnership or limited liability
company) that wants to purchase and/or construct and/or equip a
facility. Instead of purchasing, constructing or equipping directly, the
company enters into an agreement (usually a lease) with a
government issuer. The agreement provides that the company will
lease the facility from the government issuer, construct and equip the
facility and, at the end of the lease term, purchase the facility from the

issuer at a nominal price. Importantly, the company constructs and
equips the facility as the agent of the issuer. In order to obtain the
funds to purchase, construct and equip the facility, the issuer issues
bonds. Please note that the City does not finance bonds; nor does the
City provide any credit enhancement. The proceeds of the bond sale
are used to pay the expenses of the facility. The bonds are paid off
solely with the payments made by the company to the issuer under
the lease.

Only “projects” can be financed with IRBs. Projects include land,
buildings, furniture, fixtures and equipment. Municipal projects (as
opposed to county projects) do not include facilities used primarily for
the sale of goods or commodities at retail and certain regulated utility
projects. Projects do not need to include land; they can be for
equipment only. Also, any land included in a project need not be
owned in fee. The costs of projects that can be financed are limited to
capital costs and transaction costs. Working capital generally cannot
be financed with IRBs, nor is there any benefit associated with doing
so.

Metropolitan Redevelopment Bonds - Metropolitan
Redevelopment Bonds, while similar in some respects to Industrial
Revenue Bonds, have certain differences. These projects are
restricted to designated Metropolitan Redevelopment Areas, and are
available to a wider variety of projects. The public purpose for these
projects is to stimulate redevelopment activities in economically
distressed areas.

Metropolitan Redevelopment Bonds provide a limited property tax
abatement on the net improvements to the project site (i.e., current
property taxes on the existing value of the property are not
exempted). The maximum property tax abatement period is for seven
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years. Also, Metropolitan Redevelopment Bonds do not offer gross
receipts or compensating tax exemptions on the purchase of
equipment for the facility. However, they are a reasonable option for
projects that may not generally qualify for Industrial Revenue Bonds.

As with Industrial Revenue Bonds, the City does not provide the
financing or credit enhancement for the bonds; the applicant is
responsible for finding their own financing, based solely on the rates
they can negotiate with the purchasers of the bonds. All financing
and legal costs are paid by the applicant.

4.

Grant Programs

The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 has
created new funding opportunities for public projects, especially those
that are already planned and designed. These funds are making their
way to local communities through established funding programs such
as CDBG described below. This is a new funding source, and
competition for funding is strong. However, this funding will
potentially supplement the traditional grant sources that the City has
used for projects like the ones identified in the MRA. Information
about stimulus funds is available on www.recovery.gov as well as
through State funding agencies. Over $2 billion has been allocated to
New Mexico to date for a variety of project types.
Community Development Block Grants. The City of
Farmington receives Community Development Block Grant
Entitlement funds from the department of Housing and Urban
Development. CDBG funds are used for a variety of public services
and projects to benefit targeted neighborhoods and low- and
moderate-income families. The program has funded projects within
the MRA, including improvements to the Indian Center, and has
funded sidewalks in other eligible neighborhoods. CDBG funds could
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be used to partially fund pedestrian improvements identified in the
MRA plan.
Transportation and Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21)
- Federal TEA-21 Enhancement funds, in excess of $200 billion, are
allocated to integrate transportation projects with environmental and
community revitalization goals over a period of six years. TEA-21
funds are applicable beyond highways, road and transit maintenance
– funds may also be used for relevant environmental restoration,
pollution abatement, historic preservation, trails, bike paths and
pedestrian infrastructure including aesthetic enhancements.
Transportation Enhancements (TE) projects must be one of 12 eligible
activities and must relate to surface transportation. For example,
projects can include creation of bicycle and pedestrian facilities,
streetscape improvements, refurbishment of historic transportation
facilities, and other investments that enhance communities and
access.
There is no set maximum or minimum but non-metropolitan projects
tend to range for $20,000 to $200,000 each. The awards to each
applicant within an MPO / RPO area are determined by ranking /
rating and based upon a formula distribution to each NMDOT
Transportation District. Transportation Enhancements (TE)
activities are federally funded by and administered through the
NMDOT. The funds are programmed through the MPO / RPO
planning process. The funds are distributed through Cooperative
Agreements with local governments.
The City of Farmington currently has over $1 million in unfunded
pedestrian improvement projects on 20th Street and Pinon Hills Blvd.
identified on the State Transportation Improvement Program. The
pedestrian improvements identified in the MRA could be included in
the City’s TIP projects.
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5.

State Financing Programs

Business Loans
The State of New Mexico has several loan programs to support
business expansion and relocation to the state.






Business Bonds
Private Activity Bonds for Manufacturing Facilities
Real Property Business Loan
Severance Tax Permanent Fund/Participation Interests in
Business Loans
Severance Tax Permanent Fund/Purchases of SBA/FMHA
Obligations

6.

Federal Financing Programs

Loans
HUD funds for local CDBG loans and “floats” - Community
Development Block Grants are used to finance locally determined
activities and can include coping with contamination and financing
site preparation or infrastructure development. Eligible activities
include planning for redevelopment, site acquisition, environmental
site assessment, site clearance, demolition, rehabilitation,
contamination removal and construction. Also, when a grant recipient
can show that previously awarded CDBG funds will not be needed in
the near term, it may tap its block grant account on an interim basis,
using a “float” to obtain short-term, low interest financing for projects
that create jobs. Money borrowed from grants in this way may pay for
the purchase of land, buildings and equipment, site and structural
rehabilitation (including environmental remediation) or new
construction.

HUD Section 108 loan guarantees
Section 108 is the loan guarantee provision of the Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) program. Under Section 108, state
and local governments receiving entitlement funds can receive
federally-guaranteed loans, often at lower interest rates, to cover the
cost of multi-year development projects too large for single-year
financing with CDBG funding. City or state applicants can pledge up
to five times their annual CDBG grants as collateral. States can also
pledge their own CDBG allocation on behalf of their small cities.
SBA Micro loans - These loans are administered through
responsible nonprofit groups, such as local economic development
organizations or state finance authorities that are selected and
approved by the SBA. The SBA loans the money to the nonprofit
organization which then pools the funds with local money and
administers direct loans to small businesses.
SBA micro loans are administered much like a line of credit and are
intended for the purchase of machinery and equipment, furniture and
fixtures, inventory, supplies and working capital. The funds are
intended to be dispersed with close monitoring of the recipient and a
self-employment training program may accompany the loan. The
maximum maturity for a micro loan is six years. The average loan size
is $10,000. The loan cannot be used to pay existing debts.
SBA’ Section 504 development company debentures - Small
businesses can receive long-term capital for fixed assets from SBAcertified local development companies who issue notes backed by
SBA. These resources can support up to 40 percent of a project’s total
costs, up to $750,000. A private financial institution must provide 50
percent of the project financing, but has first claim on collateral. The
remaining 10 percent of funding must be obtained from the
developer, a non-federal economic development program, or owner
equity.
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Loan Guarantees
HUD Section 108 loan guarantees - Under Section 108, state and
local governments receiving Cobs can receive federally guaranteed
loans, often at lower interest rates, to cover the cost of multi-year
development projects too large for single year financing with CDBG
funding. City or state applicants can pledge up to five times their
annual CDBG grants as collateral. State can also pledge their own
CDBG allocation on behalf of their small cities.
SBA’s Section 7(a) and Low-Doc programs - Under Section
7(a), SBA will guarantee up to 90 percent of private loans of less than
$155,000 to small businesses and up to 85 percent of loans between
$155,000 and $500,000. The Low-Doc Program offers SBA-backing
of 90 percent and a streamlined application, review, and approval
process for guarantees of loans of less than $100,000.
Grants
HUD’s CDBG Grants - The CDBG program, one of the nation’s
largest Federal grant programs, is administered by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development to promote the revitalization of
neighborhoods and the expansion of affordable housing and economic
opportunities. This includes activities that support the
redevelopment of properties in distressed areas if such activity
supports the mission of the program. CDBG is a “bricks and mortar”
program, with the rehabilitation of affordable housing traditionally
being the largest single use of CDBG funds.
EDA Title I and Title IX - Grants are available to government and
nonprofit organizations in distressed areas to fund improvements in
infrastructure and public facilities, including industrial parks.
Equity capital
SBA’s Small Business Investment Companies - Licensed and
regulated by the SBA, SBIC’s are privately owned and managed
investment firms that make capital available to small businesses
through investments or loans. The use of their own funds plus funds
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obtained at favorable rates with SBA guaranties and/or by selling
their preferred stock to the SBA.
Tax incentives and tax-exempt financing
Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits - Investors can receive a
credit against their total income taken for the year in which a
rehabilitated building is put into service. Rehabilitation of certified
historic structures qualifies for a credit equal to 20 percent of the cost
of the work; rehabilitation work on non-historic structures built
before 1936 qualifies for ten percent.
New Markets Tax Credits (NMTC) - The NMTC Program permits
taxpayers to receive a credit against Federal income taxes for making
qualified equity investments in designated Community Development
Entities (CDEs). Substantially all of the qualified equity investment
must in turn be used by the CDE to provide investments in lowincome communities. The credit provided to the investor totals 39%
of the cost of the investment and is claimed over a seven-year credit
allowance period. In each of the first three years, the investor receives
a credit equal to five percent of the total amount paid for the stock or
capital interest at the time of purchase. For the final four years, the
value of the credit is six percent annually. Investors may not redeem
their investments in CDEs prior to the conclusion of the seven year
period.
Low-income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC) - The LIHTC
program offers a ten year credit for owners of newly constructed or
renovated rental housing and sets aside a percentage of the units for
low-income individuals for a minimum of 15 years. The amount of the
credit varies for new construction and renovation. The project must
receive allocation of New Mexico State’s annual credit ceiling or use
multi-family housing tax-exempt bonds that receive allocation of New
Mexico State’s bond volume cap. Allocations are made on the basis of
the New Mexico State Qualified Allocation Plan.
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F.

Housing Resources

The following is an annotated resource list of financial resources and
agencies responsible for meeting identified housing needs, helping
families build capacity to acquire housing on their own, and providing
assistance for needy families. The various programs are listed under
the agencies that administer them, such as the New Mexico Mortgage
Finance Authority, the USDA Housing and Community Facilities
Programs, HUD’s Region VI housing authority, and the State of New
Mexico.

By operating efficiently, the not-for-profit MFA generates surplus
revenue, used to create even more programs to make affordable
housing a reality in New Mexico. These include programs for down
payment assistance and to support other nonprofit providers of
housing and related services.
344 4th Street SW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505) 843-6880
(800) 444-6880 (Toll free in New Mexico)
Fax: (505) 243-3289
TTY: (800) 659-8331
TTY/Voice: (800) 659-1779

1.

New Mexico Mortgage Finance Authority

http://www.nmmfa.org/
The MFA, though not a state agency, was created by state law with a
mandate to provide affordable housing in New Mexico. The MFA is
given authority to issue tax-exempt mortgage revenue bonds.
Proceeds from bond sales are used to fund below-market interest rate
loan programs for single-family homebuyers and for developers of
affordable multifamily dwellings. In this way MFA fulfilled its
mission, using private dollars only (no state or federal funds), from its
1975 inception to the present.
The state made the MFA responsible for state and federally-funded
housing programs as well. Besides constituting recognition for a job
well done by MFA with its revenue-bond programs, New Mexico
made the MFA a "one-stop shop" for housing finance, a model already
adopted by most states. The MFA purview now encompasses the tax
credits program, emergency shelter grants, homeless initiatives, and
Housing and Urban Development’s HOME program.

Following is a list and brief descriptions of programs offered:
MFA Homebuyer Programs
The MFA Homeownership programs provide a range of financial
assistance to low- to moderate-income first-time home buyers
including below-market interest rates, closing cost assistance and
down payment assistance programs. These programs are also
available to individuals who have not owned a home or a
manufactured house in the last three years.
MFA’s Mortgage$aver Program offers below-market interest
rates and/or closing cost assistance to first-time homebuyers. The
program is also available to individuals who have not owned a home
(including a manufactured home on a permanent foundation) in the
last three years. A borrower may qualify for a Mortgage$aver,
Mortgage$aver Zero or Mortgage$aver Plus funds based upon
household income and family size as well as the sales price of the
home. Mortgage loans available under the Mortgage$aver program
include FHA, VA, and a variety of conventional loans, including the
MyCommunity and Community Solutions Programs.
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MFA’s Mortgage Booster program is a second mortgage
product that provides down payment and closing cost assistance to
borrowers who qualify for MFA’s Mortgage$aver loan. Mortgage
Booster is a loan designed to serve low- to moderate-income first-time
homebuyers who don’t have adequate resources for a down payment
and/or closing costs. Participating lenders are used to process the
loan. Lender will help applicants determine the maximum amount,
based on their need. They may qualify for up to 8% of the amount of
the sales price of their home. Mortgage Booster allows borrowers to
spread out their repayment over 30 years, which is a longer period of
time than MFA’s other down payment assistance programs allow.
Borrowers must be able to qualify for MFA’s Mortgage$aver program
to take advantage of Mortgage Booster.
The MFA Payment$aver program is available to first-time
homebuyers, including individuals or families who have not owned
and occupied a primary residence for the past three years. Many loan
types are available under the Payment$aver program. These loan
types include FHA and VA, including loans to buyers of homes located
on Native American trust lands. The program works well with a
variety of conventional loans, such as CHBP products, GRH
guaranteed or leveraged loans. With Payment$aver, purchasers get a
below-market-interest-rate loan to purchase a house, plus a second
loan at zero-percent interest to cover up-front costs (the down
payment and other costs related to the purchase). Depending on the
type of loan, Payment$aver may also be used to fund temporary
interest-rate reduction. Income and home sales price limits apply
depending on family size and location. The zero-percent-interest
Payment$aver loan (the second loan) may not exceed 8% (depending
on area) of sales price of the home or not to exceed $8,000. The loan
need not be paid back until the property is sold, refinanced, or
transferred. A lender can determine whether an applicant is eligible
for Payment$aver and explain the various loan types that are
available. Please see the MFA website for the “Participating Lenders
Page” for a list of institutions who are partnering with the MFA on
this program. To use Payment$aver, borrowers must receive pre-
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purchase counseling, which is available through MFA-certified
agencies throughout New Mexico. If there is not an approved agency
nearby, MFA will help in the process. Lenders will gladly help the
borrower get in contact with an approved agency.
HERO program was designed to serve households in which at least
one member is a police officer, nurse, teacher, firefighter, or active
member of the armed forces. The HERO program is a first- and a
second-mortgage product that provides below-market interest rates,
down payment, and closing cost assistance for the purchase of a
home. Lenders will help you determine the maximum amount, based
on need. Loans are made through participating lenders. Borrowers
may qualify for up to 8% of the amount of the sales price of the home.
This loan is repaid over 30 years at a fixed interest rate. Applicants
must be able to qualify for a typical mortgage loan in order to take
advantage of HERO. Homes financed can include single-family
detached homes, townhomes, condominiums, homes in planned unit
developments, and permanently attached manufactured homes.
Income limits apply—please see MFA’s website. The total mortgage
amount is determined by the program guidelines of the first mortgage
loan. Lenders will advise applicants of the maximum amount for
which you qualify. Residences financed can include single-family
detached homes, townhomes, condominiums, homes in planned unit
developments, and permanently attached manufactured homes.
Income limits apply.
Helping Hand program is a statewide program designed to assist
first-time homebuyers with disabilities in the purchase of a home. It is
a second mortgage loan program, similar to the HELP program (see
below), in which all or part of the down payment and closing costs can
be borrowed. Additional funds may be borrowed for pre-paids, cash
reserves or to rehabilitate the home for accessibility. It is a zeropercent-interest-rate, non-amortizing loan, which will be due on sale,
refinance or transfer. The program is funded from available HOME
monies and may be used only in conjunction with Mortgage$aver
under the FNMA Home Choice or FHA loan programs. The program
is targeted for families at or below 70% or 80% of area median income
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limits (depending on where the borrower wishes to purchase) in
which at least one family member has a disability as defined by the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Borrowers must be counseled
and certified by HOME New Mexico prior to application with the
eligible lender. Helping Hand is a soft second mortgage, due upon a
full repayment of the mortgage, cash-out refinance, sale or transfer of
the property, or change of owner-occupied status. The maximum loan
amount under the Helping Hand program is $8,000. No interest will
be charged in conjunction with the Helping Hand program.
Homeowner Rehabilitation Program provides assistance to
low-income homeowners who lack the resources to make necessary
repairs to their homes. Assistance can be used for reimbursement of
costs for rehabilitation, which includes the following: applicable
codes, standards or ordinances, rehabilitation standards, essential
improvements, energy-related improvements, lead-based paint
hazard reduction, accessibility for disabled persons, repair or
replacement of major housing systems, incipient repairs and general
property improvements of a non-luxury nature, site improvements
and utility connections. MFA relies on nonprofits, housing
authorities, and local governments to administer the homeowner
rehabilitation program. Funds are awarded through an
RFP/application process and proposals are reviewed and evaluated by
several committees, and approved by the MFA Board.
Reservation Rehabilitation Program: MFA has also reserved
funds f to provide loans to homeowners on a house-by-house, firstcome, first-served basis. Sub-recipients of homeowner rehab funds
design programs to fit the needs of their individual jurisdictions. The
role of sub-recipients is to administer the rehabilitation program from
initial marketing activities to completion of the rehabilitation and
securing loans. Agencies are responsible for publicizing and taking
applications, qualifying applicants, determining income eligibility,
determining ownership, guaranteeing that work is properly inspected
and completed, insuring that properties meet all code, construction
standards and HQS regulations, and adherence to all HOME funding
and Lead Based Paint Requirements. Agencies are also responsible for

securing due on sale, refinance or transfer or amortizing, low interest
loans for participants. The program is available statewide excluding
the cities of Albuquerque and Las Cruces. Properties located on
Native American Trust Lands are eligible to apply for the OwnerOccupied Rehabilitation Program.
MFA Housing Development Programs
MFA administers programs for affordable rental and single-family
development. The multifamily programs provide funding throughout
New Mexico for the acquisition, rehabilitation, new construction and,
in some cases, refinance of rental housing. These multifamily
programs are usually sponsored by private for-profit, not-for-profit,
and public housing authority developers. Programs are also available
for developers for the acquisition, rehabilitation and new construction
of single-family units. Specific programs include the following:
HOME/Single Family Development
NM Housing Trust Fund provides flexible funding for a wide
range of housing initiatives—including infrastructure costs— to
produce significant additional housing investment in the state. Funds
are awarded on a competitive basis. The HTF may be used to finance
part of all of an entire project that will provide affordable ownership,
rental or special needs housing primarily for persons or households of
low or moderate income. Eligible applicants range from nonprofit and
governmental housing agencies to for-profit firms and joint ventures.
Housing must remain affordable on a long-term or permanent basis.
Loans range from one to 30 years with interest rates of from 1 to 5
percent. Applications are reviewed on a quarterly basis.
NM Affordable Housing Tax Credit Program provides tax
credits to individuals, businesses, and local governments that provide
donations to a trust fund administered by the MFA. The state offers
credits on income taxes, gross receipts taxes and compensating taxes
(excluding local option gross receipts tax imposed by a municipality
or county, or the state government gross receipts tax) to any eligible
individual, business, and local or tribal government that donates land,
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building, cash or services for an affordable housing project approved
by MRA or for a trust fund administered by MFA. The credit is equal
to up to 50 percent of the value of the donation (minimum $200;
maximum $1 million). Qualified affordable housing activities are
defined as land acquisition, building acquisition, construction,
remodeling, improvement, rehabilitation, conversion or
weatherization for residential housing that is approved by the MFA.
Eligible projects include single-family housing or multifamily housing
located in a county with a population of less than 100,000. Singlefamily projects must remain affordable for a minimum of five years;
multifamily for 10 years
Partners
Low Income Housing Tax Credit: The LIHTC program offers a
10-year credit on federal income tax for owners of newly constructed
or renovated rental housing and sets aside a percentage of the units
for low-income individuals for a minimum of 15 years. The amount of
the credit varies for new construction and renovation. The project
must receive allocation of New Mexico State’s annual credit ceiling or
use multifamily housing tax-exempt bonds that receive allocation of
New Mexico State’s bond volume cap. Allocations are made on the
basis of the New Mexico State Qualified Allocation Plan.
HOME/Rental Development: Federal HOME Investment
Partnership funds are used to provide gap financing for development
of affordable rental or special needs housing, through either new
construction or acquisition and rehabilitation of existing properties.
As gap financing, HOME funds are typically the last dollars
committed to a project and are used in combination with other
housing resources such as MFA’s Tax Credit and 542(c) loan
programs. These allocations are available to nonprofit, for-profit,
tribal, and public agency developers who apply during the Tax Credit
application period (typically on or about February 1 of each year).
HOME/Rental Incentive funds may be awarded to projects using 4%
Tax Credits that have received an allocation of private activity bond
volume cap from the State Board of Finance, or to projects with first
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mortgage financing derived from either 501(c)(3) bonds or other
sources approved by MFA. Funding for these projects is available on a
first-come, first-served basis throughout the year until allocations are
exhausted. Native American trust land projects are eligible.
542(c) Risk Sharing/ACCESS: FHA-Insured Construction/Perm
or permanent mortgages are for acquisition/rehab or new
construction of affordable rental properties. Eligible borrowers
include single-asset mortgagors, including nonprofit organizations,
for-profit corporations, joint ventures, limited liability companies,
and partnerships. For more information, please view
www.nmmfa.org. The Access Loan Program provides up to $2 million
in FHA-insured construction and permanent financing for small-scale
affordable housing projects throughout New Mexico. It is designed to
minimize transaction and due diligence costs, and expedite processing
for small projects. Loans are for new construction, substantial
rehabilitation, refinancing or acquisition of projects having no less
than five units per site. Detached, semi-detached, row houses or
nonprofit organizations, for-profit corporations, joint ventures,
limited liability companies, and partnerships are eligible.
Bond Financing (Tax-Exempt Mortgage Revenue Bond
Financing, Taxable Mortgage Revenue Bond Financing,
501(c)(3) Bond Financing): MFA will provide bond financing for
multifamily housing developments through the following
mechanisms:
• Using Private Activity Bond Volume Cap (PABVC) multifamily
project allocations from the State Board of Finance (“SBOF”) for new
tax-exempt bond issues
• Refunding outstanding bond issues
•Issuing new 501(c)(3) bonds: 501(c)(3) bonds are a desirable source of
financing for multifamily housing, because the bonds themselves require
no allocation of private activity bond volume cap or other scarce
resources. The projects benefit from bond interest rates equal to or better
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than other tax exempt bond rates, but in lower-rent markets additional
subsidies or gap financing may be needed to achieve economic viability.
The interest income is tax exempt to the bond owner, and is “non- AMT”
income. The lower return on the bond investment benefits the project
through a lower loan rate. Other advantages of 501(c)(3) financing,
compared with private activity bonds, include avoidance of the continuous
rental requirements, the land and existing property limitations, and the
prohibition on advance refunds. By definition, the owner must be a
nonprofit or government entity; this financing is not compatible with Tax
Credits.
MFA may issue the bonds with or without providing the credit
enhancement. As a “conduit” issuer, MFA issues the bonds that fund
the developer’s loans, but does not provide loans or take the credit
risk. Consequently the interim and permanent financing, along with
the credit enhancement for the bonds, must be provided through
other sources proposed by the developer of the project. Alternatively
MFA can provide the credit enhancement with the use of its 542(c)
FHA Mortgage Insurance Program. Processing and approvals are
different in each case, with credit enhancement requiring
considerably more due diligence on MFA’s part. Please see the
program summary on the website; it is intended as a general guide to
developers, to assist in the determination as to whether tax-exempt
bond financing is an appropriate vehicle for a proposed project—visit
www.nmmfa.org.
Primero Loan Program is a flexible, short-term, low-cost loan
program created in 1993 to finance the development of affordable
rental or special needs residential facilities in New Mexico that would
be considered “high risk” by traditional lenders. Its goal is to leverage
other public and private funds, and to expand the housing
development capacity of New Mexico’s nonprofit, tribal, and public
agency housing providers.

Build It! Loan Guarantee program was created to encourage
other lenders to provide interim financing when they might not
otherwise do so—for “high-risk” or unconventional projects – to
unfamiliar types of borrowers or in unfamiliar geographic markets.
The program offers MFA guarantees of up to 50% of the risk of loss in
the underlying loan. MFA has successfully guaranteed the loans of
both conventional lending institutions and community lenders in the
past. Loans may be made to public or tribal agencies and nonprofit
developers can be guaranteed under this program. BUILD IT! Loan
guarantees can be used for owner-occupied or rental developments or
special needs facilities. Sites must be responsive to demonstrated
community needs, and zoning must be pending or completed.
Commitments for matching contributions from other public sector
entities, equal to 10% of the total development costs, must be in place.
Finally, at least 40% of the units in the development must be
affordable to households earning no more than 80% of adjusted area
median income.
Workforce Housing Development Program. This program was
developed by MFA to help eliminate some of the barriers to building
housing in rural areas that is affordable for the state’s “essential”
workforce of teachers, law enforcement and public safety officials,
health care workers, and others. Under the program, communities
would apply for matching funds to conduct feasibility studies for
workforce housing projects. Communities would provide land for
such a project and work in conjunction with a Master Developer,
UniDev, selected by MFA through a competitive process. Once built,
the project would sell homes to essential workers on land leased by
the City.
Other MFA Programs and Activities
Homeless Assistance
State Homeless Assistance funding may be used for acquisition,
renovation, repair, rehabilitation, conversion, essential or supportive
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services, operating expenses, prevention activities associated with
providing shelter or services to homeless individuals.
Weatherization
The Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) provides limited
assistance to low-income homeowners to improve the energy
efficiency of their homes, thus reducing their utility costs.
Emergency Shelter Grants
The Emergency Shelter Grant Program (ESG) provides assistance to
units of local government or nonprofit organizations to improve the
quality of existing emergency shelters. The MFA has a Directory of
Housing Services that contains a listing of all of MFA’s partners and
affiliated housing service providers. It can be requested from MFA online from the MFA website.
Elderly/Assisted Living
The variety of MFA programs that can be used to develop assisted
living facilities, with different requirements, are described in the
Assisted Living Program Matrix at www.nmmfa.org. Facilities can be
created through new construction, acquisition/rehabilitation of
existing properties, and conversions of non-residential buildings.
MFA programs fund housing, not services, which need to be funded
through other sources such as insurance programs.

The PHA administers the housing choice voucher program
under contract with HUD. Formally entitled the Housing
Choice Voucher Program but commonly referred to as Section
8, the program is designed to provide a rental subsidy to lowincome families for affordable, decent, safe, and sanitary
housing in the private market. The tenant-based rental
assistance program ensures that families are not forced to spend
an unreasonable portion of their monthly income on shelter and
allow them flexibility in selecting a community or
neighborhood in which to live. A voucher covers a portion of
the rent, and the tenant is expected to pay the balance. The
tenant’s share of rent is an affordable percentage of their
income, generally between 30 and 40 percent of their monthly
adjusted gross income for rent and utilities. Eligibility is based
on a family’s household income. Seventy-five percent of new
vouchers issued must be made available to families earning less
than 30 percent of the area median income (AMI). The program
depends on the willingness of private landlords to accept the
vouchers.
Contact:

Local Resources
San Juan Housing Authority
The mission of the San Juan County Housing Authority is to promote
adequate and affordable housing, economic opportunity and a
suitable living environment free from discrimination to all San Juan
County Residents. The agency’s vision is to encourage residents to
become financially independent. Continue to counsel and provide
assistance to residents wishing to obtain home ownership.
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2.

San Juan County Housing Authority
7450 E. Main Street
Farmington, NM 87402
Phone: 505.327.5654
Fax: 505.324.3005

Habitat for Humanity

Tres Rios Habitat for Humanity is a nondenominational Christian
housing ministry affiliate of Habitat for Humanity International. Tres
Rios HFH serves the communities of San Juan County. The mission of
HFH is to provide modest but adequate housing to help those in need
by creating a better human habitat in which to live and work
associating with other agencies and groups functioning with a similar
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purpose, expanding the number of persons participating in the
ministry, and enacting the ministry through loving acts.
HFH is an all volunteer organization relying upon the support of the
local communities to assist with the primary goal of building homes
for low-income families in need of decent and affordable housing.
The program is a “hand up” and not a “hand-out.” Families are
selected based upon their (1) need for adequate housing, (2) ability to
repay the cost of home construction when provided a 20-year, no
interest mortgage loan, and (3) willingness to partner with HFH-C by
providing 500 hours of family time (sweat equity) building their home
and the homes of other partner families. Very low income families
(income less than or equal to 50% of the area median income) unable
to obtain a mortgage loan by conventional lenders are selected. The
HFH family selection process is nondiscriminatory regarding race,
religion, ethnicity, sex, and age and disability status.
When a home is completed, the family moves into a new, energy
efficient place they can call their own. Because the typical family, and
their families before them, have never owned a home, HFH provides a
homeowner education prior to and following home completion.
Families can look at the future knowing they have a permanent place
to live, will be able to maintain stable employment, or be able to seek
educational opportunities and better employment (as members of
some families have done). Their children can look forward to
establishing long-term friendships and attending the same school all
year long.
Contact:

ECHO INC,
The Economic Council Helping Others Inc., dba ECHO Inc. has been
incorporated since 1967 as a 501-c-3 non-profit. This ‘Community
Action Agency - (CAA)’ administers numerous programs throughout
the northern half of New Mexico.
Secretary of the NM Human Services Department, Pamela Hyde, very
aptly describes these types of organizations. “Community Action
Agencies work hard in our state to help reduce the impact of poverty
and we are proud to serve with them in this effort. Paramount to their
success, I believe, is their ability to accurately assess the needs of each
community and then use their flexibility to build a range of services
specific to each group of people served, which may include food,
affordable housing, pre-schools and assistance with emergencies.”
ECHO Inc. has initiated the only affordable housing program in San
Juan County. The ECHO HOPE (Home Ownership Problems
Eliminated) Program assists families to qualify for low-interest USDA
mortgages and then assists them in actually building their homes.
Contact:

Echo Inc.
304 South Lake, Suite D
Farmington, NM 87401
Admin Office: 505-325-7466

Tres Rios Habitat for Humanity
P.O. Box 324
Farmington, NM 87499 , or
106C W. Main Street
Farmington, NM 87401
Phone: (505) 326-5379.
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G.

1.

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties1
Standards for Preservation
1.

A property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new
use that maximizes the retention of distinctive materials, features,
spaces, and spatial relationships. Where a treatment and use have
not been identified, a property will be protected and, if necessary,
stabilized until additional work may be undertaken.

2. The historic character of a property will be retained and
preserved. The replacement of intact or repairable historic
materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial
relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time,
place, and use. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate, and
conserve existing historic materials and features will be physically
and visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection, and
properly documented for future research.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in
their own right will be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction
techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a
property will be preserved.
1

Weeks, Kay D. and Anne E. Grimmer, The Secretary of the Interior’s standards
for the treatment of historic properties: with guidelines for preserving,
rehabilitating, restoring & reconstructing historic buildings, U.S. Department of
the Interior National Park Service, Cultural Resource Stewardship and
Partnerships, Heritage Preservation Services, Washington, D.C., 1995.

6. The existing condition of historic features will be evaluated to
determine the appropriate level of intervention needed. Where
the severity of deterioration requires repair or limited
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new material will match
the old in composition, design, color, and texture.
7.

Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be
undertaken using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that
cause damage to historic materials will not be used.

8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place.
If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be
undertaken.
2.
1.

Standards for Rehabilitation
A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use
that requires minimal change to its distinctive materials, features,
spaces, and spatial relationships.

2. The historic character of a property will be retained and
preserved. The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of
features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a
property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time,
place, and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical
development, such as adding conjectural features or elements
from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in
their own right will be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction
techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a
property will be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than
replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires
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replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match
the old in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by
documentary and physical evidence.
7.

Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be
undertaken using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that
cause damage to historic materials will not be used.

8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place.
If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be
undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction
will not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial
relationships that characterize the property. The new work shall
be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the
historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and
massing to protect the integrity of the property and its
environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be
undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the
essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired.
3.

Standards for Restoration
1.

A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use
which reflects the property’s restoration period.

2. Materials and features from the restoration period will be
retained and preserved. The removal of materials or alteration of
features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize the
period will not be undertaken.

conserve materials and features from the restoration period will
be physically and visually compatible, identifiable upon close
inspection, and properly documented for future research.
4. Materials, features, spaces, and finishes that characterize other
historical periods will be documented prior to their alteration or
removal.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction
techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize the
restoration period will be preserved.
6. Deteriorated features from the restoration period will be repaired
rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match
the old in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials.
7.

Replacement of missing features from the restoration period will
be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence. A false
sense of history will not be created by adding conjectural features,
features from other properties, or by combining features that
never existed together historically.

8. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be
undertaken using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that
cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
9. Archeological resources affected by a project will be protected and
preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed,
mitigation measures will be undertaken.
10. Designs that were never executed historically will not be
constructed.

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time,
place, and use. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate and
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4.
1.

Standards for Reconstruction
Reconstruction will be used to depict vanished or non-surviving
portions of a property when documentary and physical evidence
is available to permit accurate reconstruction with minimal
conjecture, and such reconstruction is essential to the public
understanding of the property.

2. Reconstruction of a landscape, building, structure, or object in its
historic location will be preceded by a thorough archeological
investigation to identify and evaluate those features and artifacts
which are essential to an accurate reconstruction. If such
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be
undertaken.
3. Reconstruction will include measures to preserve any remaining
historic materials, features, and spatial relationships.
4. Reconstruction will be based on the accurate duplication of
historic features and elements substantiated by documentary or
physical evidence rather than on conjectural designs or the
availability of different features from other historic properties. A
reconstructed property will re-create the appearance of the nonsurviving historic property in materials, design, color, and
texture.
5. A reconstruction will be clearly identified as a contemporary recreation.
6. Designs that were never executed historically will not be
constructed.
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